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Executive Summary

In the 21st-century world order, Japan finds itself trapped between two major powers, the United States and China. The United States is Japan’s most important ally, providing crucial security for Japan while sharing a mutually beneficial economic relationship. China likewise represents a key economic partner and potential collaborator for Japan. However, China’s increasing influence in the Indo-Pacific region presents several security and economic concerns for Japan. Furthermore, the United States’ increasingly tumultuous relationship with China puts Japan in a precarious position where it must balance appeasing its long-term ally while also accommodating to China’s rising presence in the region. The decline of the United States and the rise of China have thus forced Japan to rethink and reposition itself between the two powers. Japan must address how to best serve its national interests while adjusting to the shifting global order.

This Task Force report aims to explore key issue areas in Japan’s relationship with the United States and China by accomplishing the following objectives:

- Describing the changing global power dynamics instigated by the rise of China
- Evaluating potential security concerns for Japan created by China’s increasing presence in the region
- Examining possible economic opportunities and challenges for Japan
- Assessing possibilities for multilateral collaboration
- Comparing potential strategies for Japan moving forward to more effectively balance relations with both the U.S. and China
The report offers concrete recommendations which would allow Japan to best maximize its national interests in its relations with both the U.S. and China. The recommendations are consolidated into three main areas of focus:

I) **Defense and Security**  
II) **Trade and Investment**  
III) **Diplomacy and Multilateral Cooperation**.

Ultimately, this report suggests there is a middle way for Japan to balance its relationship between both the United States and China.
Chapter 1:
Major Challenges Facing Japan in its Relationship with the U.S. and China

Over the past decade, the rise of China along with the relative decline of the U.S has created instability in the U.S.-led liberal international order. The U.S. has had a lot of leverage as the hegemon in this international order, but it is now under pressure in terms of whether it can maintain its hegemonic power. Japan likewise faces challenges navigating the uncertain time of a major power shift. Having China as its largest trading partner and the U.S. as its most important ally, Japan finds itself in a precarious position and is thus forced to rethink and balance its relationship with the two global powers. The U.S., now under President Biden, is committed to strengthening the Japan-U.S. alliance and defending Japan as China expands its influence in Asia.\(^1\) Now that China has become the economic and military leader in Asia, Japan has to face a variety of issues while defending its economic interests as well as its security. Therefore, Japan must seek a viable path towards regional stability and maximize its national interests in the time of China’s rise.

The Western liberal order, which underscores multilateralism, democratic values, free and open economy, and security cooperation, was set up after World War II and spread widely after the end of the Cold War.\(^2\) China and many other late-developing countries were integrated into this liberal world order. China’s participation in multilateral trade agreements and institutions such as the World Trade Organization (WTO) was one of the major factors that helped accelerate China’s economic growth, resulting in the replacement of Japan as the second-largest world economy in 2010. However, over the past decade, this liberal order has been weakened by rising economic insecurity, along with major domestic issues such as rising inequality, political polarization, and economic stagnation, which contributed to the rise of

---


nationalism and populism across the Western liberal world.\textsuperscript{3} These trends undermined multilateral cooperation among countries, further exposing the weakness of the liberal democratic world order.\textsuperscript{4}

Furthermore, the 2008 Global Financial Crisis caused the U.S. economic model to lose a lot of its credibility. This became a concern for Japan, whose economy and security are deeply integrated into and dependent upon this U.S.-led model. While Japan and the West stumbled during the financial crisis, China continued to rise and prove the resilience of its economy. More recently, the 2020 coronavirus pandemic has led the global economy to plunge into the worst recession since the end of World War II.\textsuperscript{5} Although the rest of the world, including Japan and the U.S., saw negative gross domestic product (GDP) growth, China bounced back quickly and became the only major global economy that recorded growth in 2020.\textsuperscript{6} This pattern thus implies that China’s resilience to these global economic crises has upheld its status as a rising power, motivating China to assert more aggressive policy to advance its influence across the globe. Moreover, China will likely remain an authoritarian regime despite the West’s past hopes that it would go through a democratic transition and become a key partner of the liberal order. Therefore, the rise of China with a unique mixed economy, in which the authoritarian Chinese Communist Party (CCP) plays a pivotal role, is creating a new reality Japan cannot overlook.

China’s assertive behavior in Asia has created tension between China and Japan. Japan’s quest for leadership in Asia has been met with many challenges, ranging from Japan’s stagnant economy to security and territorial issues. China’s President Xi Jinping launched strategic initiatives such as the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and new institutions such as the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) that made Japanese leaders concerned about China’s

\textsuperscript{3} Ibid.
increasing influence in the rapidly changing regional order. Through the BRI, China aims to expand its economic and political leverage beyond Asia through massive investment in energy and transportation infrastructure development that extends to Africa and Europe, creating a new China-led international economic network. Also, China’s aggressive effort to control the South China Sea (SCS) has become a significant issue as it potentially disrupts the free flow of trade and affects many countries beyond the Indo-Pacific region. Japan relies greatly on shipping lanes in the SCS for its maritime trade. Moreover, territorial issues over the Senkaku Islands in the East China Sea (ECS) have sparked several diplomatic incidents over the past decade. In response to these threats that China poses, Japan adopted the Free and Open Indo-Pacific (FOIP) strategy. It is a joint effort by Japan and the U.S. to maintain open markets, open shipping lanes, and peace in the region.

While Japan and the U.S. seek to emphasize strategic security cooperation to counter China’s growing influence in the region, the importance of China as a trading partner for Japan is evident. China, with the second-largest GDP in the world, together with its large population, offers an attractive market for Japanese businesses and investments. While Japan remains China’s second-largest trading partner, China’s rapid recovery from the pandemic has resulted in the replacement of the U.S. as the biggest buyer of Japanese exports in 2020. However, it also has implications for Japan’s economic security. Japanese leaders have raised concerns about the risk of Japan’s increasing reliance on its exports to China. The 2020 pandemic, as well as unstable U.S.-China relations, highlights the increasing risks of Japanese firms’ excessive reliance on China for their supply chains. Nonetheless, the current state of Japan-China trade suggests growing interdependence in the bilateral economic relationship, which is closely related to the benefits of the economic growth of both countries. Consequently, though Japan’s efforts to navigate its relationship with China while enacting security policy to counter China’s rising influence in the Indo-Pacific is a challenge, the contemporary Japan-China economic relationship
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7 Oba, Mie. “Japan’s Quest for an Autonomous role in East Asian Regionalism.” In Japan's Foreign Policy in the Twenty-First Century: Continuity and Change, edited by Lam Pend Er and Purnendra Jain, 247-263. Maryland: Lanham, 2020, 255.
8 Ibid., 255.
underscores the complementarity of the two economies, presenting opportunities to strengthen their bilateral relations further.

Another important challenge for Japan is China’s continuous efforts to advance its mercantilist policies that created tensions between China and democratic market-based countries. China’s restricted market access, subsidized state-owned enterprises (SOEs), and Intellectual Property (IP) theft are some of the areas of concern Japan and the U.S. share.\(^\text{11}\) It has been clear that China’s unfair trade practices against the rules-based international system are now being used to advance its dominance in the global technology and innovation sphere. For example, China’s rise as a tech giant has recently created friction between China and the U.S. over Huawei’s 5G technology as well as cyber theft. While Japan also faces growing national security risks due to the lack of cyber defense systems to counter China’s cyberattacks, widespread distrust of China’s technology provides some opportunities for Japanese industries in areas such as information technology and telecom equipment to expand their market.

Furthermore, Japan’s options for economic engagement with China are not limited to bilateral trade and investment. It can also collaborate through regional multilateral institutions and projects which include, but are not limited to, the BRI, AIIB, and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). Although these new institutions led by China counter the Washington Consensus in terms of financing development and they have generated questions over their effectiveness in helping developing countries, development cooperation with China in the form of investment is an optimal option for Japan to revitalize its economy.\(^\text{12}\) Japan’s engagement with China in the multilateral context could therefore bring about mutually beneficial outcomes for Japan-China relations, both in the short and long term.

The U.S. and Japan have had quite a stable relationship for decades, mutually benefitting as security allies and economic partners.\(^\text{13}\) The rise of China is creating worrisome situations in the Indo-Pacific region, which allows Japan and the U.S. to clarify the interests and values of its alliance and maintain regional stability and prosperity through strategies such as the Free and


Open Indo-Pacific (FOIP) and the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (the Quad). The heavy presence of the U.S. military in the region has been playing a significant role in upholding the liberal international order, but the two countries will need to face China’s growing influence and militaristic threat in the SCS, ECS, and Taiwan. Furthermore, Japan faces an imminent North Korean missile threat. While the U.S. floated a strategic idea of forming a trilateral alliance with the Republic of Korea (ROK) and Japan to unite against these common threats, wartime history complicates the possibility of trilateral cooperation. Moreover, the responsibility of the U.S. military to provide security in every region across the globe has created additional burdens on the capabilities and effectiveness of the U.S. military and U.S. finances. Although the U.S. remains the world’s largest military and economic power, its effort to maintain the U.S.-led international order contributed to the relative decline of the U.S. as a global hegemonic power. The U.S. thus puts pressure on Japan to contribute more to the Japan-U.S. security alliance in terms of increasing Japan’s defense capabilities and the share of hosting costs. Nonetheless, it is in Japan’s interests to find viable ways to ensure the country’s safety and security without angering or worrying China and other neighboring countries.

The U.S. and Japan’s economies are becoming increasingly interdependent today, but at the same time, former President Trump’s approach to the foreign policy including the withdrawal from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiations in 2017 has generated questions over the U.S.’s commitment to counteract China’s growing influence in the Indo-Pacific region. Although the U.S. and Japan ultimately signed the U.S.-Japan Trade Agreement (USJTA) in 2019, giving the U.S. greater advantage for agricultural exports hurt by the former President Trump’s trade war with China, his “America First” approach nonetheless put China in a stronger position by creating a weaker U.S. hegemonic order in the region.

The U.S. under President Biden will likely approach foreign policy differently; however, tensions between China and the U.S. will continue to rise as President Biden plans to keep the
U.S. tough on China. Under Biden, the U.S. intends to pivot its approach to a more coordinated model, involving its allies to align with the U.S. on key issues including reinforcing U.S. hegemonic order in the Indo-Pacific region, responding to human rights issues in Xinjiang and Hong Kong, and winning the U.S.-China Technology War. This implies Japan will be expected to align with the U.S. on controversial issues including sovereignty issues to counter China’s increasing assertiveness, potentially putting Japan in an even tougher situation between the global powers. On the other hand, the U.S. is currently facing many challenges domestically, ranging from economic and health crises to the political divide, all of which contribute to generating uncertainty in the United States’ commitment to foreign policy. Meanwhile, Japan could use other means of cooperation such as trade and investments to further strengthen Japan-U.S. relations to mitigate tensions. Despite some frictions, Japan-U.S. trade has been the foundation for Japan’s economic growth. It is thus in Japan’s interests to cooperate with the U.S. in important sectors such as auto and agricultural industries to maintain and reinforce a positive bilateral relationship with the U.S.

While China’s rise continues to create instability in the liberal international order, there are opportunities for Japan to work with the two global powers. For example, as the international community continues to face global health and economic crises, as well as climate change, human rights, and nuclear non-proliferation issues, Japan, the U.S., and China can play an important role in addressing these global problems the world is facing now. Working together on such crucial problems is not only necessary but could help create stability in the changing international order. In addition, considering the current diplomatic climate with its neighboring countries, the significance of the Japanese leaders to make sincere and consistent efforts to address and face its wartime aggression also needs careful consideration. In the time of the United States’ decline and China’s rise, it is imperative that Japan’s challenges and concerns are addressed so that Japan can best position itself in-between the global powers.

Chapter 2: 
Japan’s Security Policies with the United States

China, Japan’s primary military threat, is on the rise. Conversely, the U.S., Japan’s chief security provider, is in decline. To deter and counter China, contemporary Japanese strategy emphasizes the vital importance of the Japan-U.S. Security Alliance and the imperative to strengthen it. However, doubts concerning American commitment to the agreement loom large within the minds of Japanese leaders. Additionally, financial, legal, and political constraints inhibit the government from fully militarizing the Japan Self-Defense Forces (JSDF) in the short term. Consequently, there is some uncertainty within the Japanese government on how to maximize its security stance. The changing power dynamic between the U.S. and China has significant security implications for Japan.

Japan’s Security Concerns

The U.S. has relinquished some of its control over the international order, and its power and influence are in relative decline. Its debts have exceeded 100% of GDP in the last decade and have increased astronomically because of COVID-19. Likewise, the coronavirus has exacerbated already high individual and household debts throughout the nation. Between its security commitments around the globe and its ongoing military activity in the Middle East, the U.S. has spread itself very thin. It is beset by a myriad of domestic troubles that have worsened in recent years, particularly during the year 2020. Some American observers lament that the United States’ credibility as a virtuous democracy has been tarnished; that the U.S. has “abdicated its leadership role in the world and lost its moral authority.”

In light of the decline of American power and influence in the world—and the Indo-Pacific more specifically—some Japanese leaders worry about U.S. commitment reduction to their longstanding security agreement, and even the eventual abandonment of it. President Trump’s indifference towards legitimate security threats,
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and his open skepticism of the value of the Japan-U.S. Security Alliance only heightened Japanese anxiety.\textsuperscript{20}

This anxiety is compounded by the rise of China. China is aggressively modernizing its military and is quickly closing the gap between the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and its western rivals.\textsuperscript{21} China is boldly staking claims over Japanese territory, posing a real threat to Japanese national security. Chinese navy vessels encroaching on the Senkaku Islands have twice locked fire-control radar on Japanese crafts, once on a destroyer and once on a helicopter. To counter China’s increasing incursions into Japanese airspace, the JSDF multiplied their jet scrambles from 96 takeoffs in 2010 to 842 in 2016. These scrambles fell to 162 during the first quarter of 2019, but that is still far beyond the 2010 total.\textsuperscript{22} Kono Taro, Japan’s former defense minister, has claimed that Chinese combat vessels began flying over the Sea of Japan in 2008 and that such flights have become more frequent since 2012.\textsuperscript{23} Given the United States’ decline and an increasingly severe security situation in East Asia, some Japanese leaders question if the U.S. is still willing and able to honor its defense commitments to Japan.

**Japan’s Geostrategic Importance**

Concerns over American commitment reduction are legitimate and well-founded, but the Japanese government does not need to excessively worry itself. If the benefits of the alliance truly were insufficient, the U.S. would have already withdrawn; with nothing to gain, it would not have formed a security alliance with Japan in the first place. During the Cold War, the U.S. had major interests in deterring the Soviet Union and containing the spread of communism in Asia. Today, the U.S. still has significant strategic interests in maintaining its military presence in Japan. Understanding these interests can help the Japanese government make informed security decisions going forward.

Resource-poor Japan depends heavily on the waterways in the South China Sea (SCS) for precious fuel imports and commercial exports. Like Japan, the U.S. needs to keep these sea lines of communication (SLOC) free and open to get their goods to and from China and Japan, two of their largest trade partners. Keeping these SLOCs clear also facilitates free physical access to the emerging markets in Southeast Asia, where the most promising economic opportunities are. This has been confirmed in a recently declassified national security memorandum originally written in 2017. This document—the *U.S. Strategic Framework for the Indo-Pacific*—maintains that “U.S. security and prosperity depend on free and open access to the Indo-Pacific region, which will remain an engine for the U.S., regional, and economic growth.” Accordingly, it lists “preserv[ing] U.S. economic, diplomatic, and military access to the most populous region of the world and one-third of the global economy” as a top interest. The Biden administration has already echoed this stance. Kurt Campbell—the new Indo-Pacific coordinator for Biden’s National Security Council (NSC)—contends that the region is “central to American prosperity and growth.” Japan is the gateway to the Indo-Pacific. Its geostrategic location gives the U.S. exactly what it wants: ready access to the region. Japan’s position is far too important for American leaders to lose.

American interests in the Indo-Pacific extend beyond participation in promising markets; the U.S. has its own safety in mind. The U.S. has a serious stake in deterring a belligerent North Korea and thwarting its nuclear program. Pyongyang’s provocative test launches over Japan fueled fears in Washington that North Korean intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM) could strike the continental U.S. with a nuclear payload. Correspondingly, the NSC identified North Korea’s nuclear program as a “grave threat to the U.S. homeland.” In light of this fear, American leaders strive for a world where “North Korea no longer poses a threat to the U.S. homeland or [their] allies; the Korean Peninsula is free of nuclear, chemical, cyber, and
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26 Ibid.
29 U.S. Strategic Framework for the Indo-Pacific, p. 1
biological weapons.” This is a tall order. It will take years or even decades to realize. Again, Japan’s geostrategic position is highly advantageous to the United States. Japan’s proximity to the Korean peninsula gives the American military a better view of North Korean activity and allows for an immediate counterstrike in the event of an attack, nuclear or otherwise. Additionally, Tokyo’s policy on North Korea has been very closely aligned with Washington’s for over a decade, making Japan an invaluable partner. With their North Korean agenda considered, it is unlikely that the U.S. will reduce or otherwise weaken its presence in Japan anytime soon.

Washington’s growing rivalry with Beijing also necessitates a strong presence in Japan. The U.S. views China as a revisionist power with short-term ambitions for Indo-Pacific hegemony, and long-term ambitions for global hegemony. The rapid military modernization and maritime aggression that China has undertaken to fulfill these ambitions compromise the United States’ aforementioned need for access to a free and open Indo-Pacific. The 2017 U.S. National Security Strategy asserts that Beijing is trying to shake things up for its gain, at Washington’s expense. American defense officials have specified that China’s actions around the Senkaku Islands undermine their interests in that they “endanger the free flow of trade, threaten the sovereignty of other nations, and undermine regional stability.” Consequently, Jake Sullivan, President Biden’s National Security Advisor, recently reaffirmed that the U.S. is committed to its treaty obligations to protect the Senkaku Islands in a phone call with Japanese national security adviser Kitamura Shigeru. As with North Korea, the American presence in Japan serves as a deterrent to China. Maintaining a fighting force nearby disincentivizes Chinese maritime interference in the SCS, the East China Sea (ECS), and the Taiwan Strait, and

30 Ibid., 3.
32 Indo-Pacific Strategy Report, p. 8
34 Chanlett-Avery et al., The U.S.-Japan Alliance (RL33740), p. 6
35 Indo-Pacific Strategy Report, p. 8
37 Chanlett-Avery et al., The U.S.-Japan Alliance (RL33740), p. 37
allows for swift deployment to these areas should fighting break out. The U.S. wants to preserve
the liberal international order that it has created and commanded, which necessitates its
continued commitment to the Japan-U.S. Security Alliance. Facing a very serious challenger in
Beijing, Washington wants to defend its “diplomatic, economic, and military preeminence” both
in Asia and the world.\(^{38}\) Reducing its commitments to Japan or otherwise scaling down
operations there is inconsistent with an American vision for sustained preeminence. It is also
worth noting that the U.S. and Japan have interpreted the Chinese challenge along very similar
lines and have accordingly adopted similar security and political strategies in response.\(^{39}\) This
makes Japan a useful partner to the U.S., one that it cannot afford to lose.

**American Plans for an Integrated Indo-Pacific**

Because it furthers American national interests, the U.S. will not walk away from the Japan-U.S.
Security Alliance. That is not to say, however, that Washington does not expect more from
Tokyo. During his administration, President Trump abrasively accused Japan of freeriding off
the U.S. security umbrella. His brash comments, non-committal attitude, and indifference
towards major security threats such as North Korea rattled some Japanese leaders. While they
disagree with his phrasing and delivery, the underlying base of Trump’s hyperbole—that Japan
needs to contribute more—resonates with leaders of the Biden administration.\(^{40}\) Currently, U.S.
defense spending surpasses that of its allies, as well as China. Japan’s defense spending accounts
for a relatively small percentage of its GDP and has remained stagnant over the past several
years. Understanding what the U.S. wants can help Japanese leaders make decisions that both
strengthen the alliance and grant more independence from it.
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\(^{38}\) U.S. Strategic Framework for the Indo-Pacific, p. 3, and Indo-Pacific Strategy Report, p. 16
\(^{39}\) Chanlett-Avery et al., The U.S.-Japan Alliance (RL33740), p. 6
\(^{40}\) “New US defense chief reaffirms commitment to Senkaku islands defense,” *Nikkei Asia*, January 24, 2021,
defense-chief-reaffirms-commitment-to-Senkaku-islands-defense
President Trump’s bravado was concerned primarily with host nation support (HNS) money. The former U.S. National Security Advisor, John Bolton, wrote that Trump demanded a 400% increase from $2 billion to $8 billion annually.\(^4\) Given Japan’s financial constraints, American leaders know that such an ask is unrealistic. Japan’s Defense Budget in 2019 was a little above ¥5 trillion,\(^4\) so an increase to $8 billion in HNS would require a defense budget of close to ¥6 trillion. That budgetary increase only reflects HNS, it does not take into account costs associated with arms purchases, military exercises, infrastructure upgrades, etc. Japan has the highest public debt in the world, equivalent to about 250% of GDP. Japan’s social safety net is becoming more and more expensive because of the demographic crisis, which the Ministry of Defense calls a “severe fiscal situation.”\(^4\) Some observers contend that this situation makes significant increases in defense spending impossible.\(^4\) Estimates suggest that Japan already shoulders approximately 75% of the costs of hosting American military personnel.\(^4\) During the latest Special Measurements Agreement (SMA) negotiations with South Korea, Trump asked for $5 billion annually, over five times more than the previous agreement. The negotiations did not
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\(^4\) Chanlett-Avery et al., *The U.S.-Japan Alliance (RL33740)*, p. 10


\(^4\) Chanlett-Avery et al., *The U.S.-Japan Alliance (RL33740)*, p. 10

end well. Because of the United States’ financial constraints, Biden will likely seek an increase in HNS from Japan during SMA negotiations, but only a modest increase. From an American perspective, “it is the effectiveness of Japan’s contribution to the alliance that matters, rather than raw budget numbers.”

To balance China and achieve its vision for a free and open Indo-Pacific, the U.S. wants an integrated network of security partners to act as a unified front against China; the U.S. wants deeper cooperation among its allies. Without such a front, the U.S. will be less able to prevent North Korean belligerence or discourage Chinese aggression. For Japan, effective contributions to the alliance advance relations and enhance interoperability—the ability of militaries and their equipment to operate in conjunction—with the U.S. and its other security partners. One of those partners is the Republic of Korea (ROK). The 2018 Asian Reassurance Initiative Act—which, as the name suggests, was designed to address growing concerns over American commitment

---

47 Armitage and Nye, More Important than Ever, p. 4
48 Chanlett-Avery et al., The U.S.-Japan Alliance (RL33740)
reduction in Asia—calls for the U.S. to strengthen trilateral cooperation with Japan and South Korea.\textsuperscript{49} The NSC cited “drawing South Korea and Japan closer together” as an actionable means of confronting Pyongyang.\textsuperscript{50} Strengthening security ties with Seoul would benefit Tokyo since they have much in common: both are Asian, democratic allies of the U.S. that are threatened by North Korea and suspicious of China.\textsuperscript{51} Japanese voices concur that the “unpredictability of the new North Korean regime and the rapid military buildup of China do not reduce but rather increase the objective necessity of Japan-ROK security cooperation.”\textsuperscript{52} Japan-ROK relations are complicated and mending them will require time and considerable effort. However, it is in Japan’s national security interests to do so. Japanese leaders may strengthen bilateral security ties with South Korea by stressing the practical need for such a relationship and by favoring “pragmatism over populism.”\textsuperscript{53} Even if they fail, proactive steps to make this happen will be well received in Washington—and all the better if they succeed.

**The Quadrilateral Security Dialogue**

One of the United States’ primary objectives in the Indo-Pacific is to “create a quadrilateral security framework with India, Japan, Australia, and the United States as the central hubs.”\textsuperscript{54} Such a framework exists; it is called the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue, or “the Quad.” Each of its members is a prominent maritime democracy with serious concerns over China. Since Washington wants to fortify the Quad, Tokyo’s efforts to enhance bilateral security ties with India and Australia would have the dual effect of strengthening the Japan-U.S. Security Alliance. Efforts within the Quad prioritize coordination and integration between the four countries, such as military exercises. In 2015, Japan became a permanent participant in the now-trilateral Malabar navy exercise. Once limited to just India and the U.S., Malabar is an annual exercise designed to increase naval cooperation and interoperability.\textsuperscript{55} Australia once participated in the Malabar exercises but withdrew in 2007 over the fear of Chinese retaliation. However, tensions


\textsuperscript{50} U.S. Strategic Framework for the Indo-Pacific, p. 9

\textsuperscript{51} Chanlett-Avery et al., The U.S.-Japan Alliance (RL33740), p. 16


\textsuperscript{53} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{54} U.S. Strategic Framework for the Indo-Pacific, p. 4

\textsuperscript{55} Chanlett-Avery et al., The U.S.-Japan Alliance (RL33740), pp. 18-19
with China have conversely prompted Australia to rejoin the exercise in 2020.\textsuperscript{56} Japanese leaders may consider encouraging permanent Australian membership. This would signal to all members of the Quad—particularly the U.S.—that Japan is a team player and takes regional security seriously. Active engagement with the Quad enables the JSDF to associate with their Indian and Australian counterparts, and it also presents more opportunities for military exercises with American forces.\textsuperscript{57}

Within the Quad, Japan would benefit from continued and increased bilateral engagement with Australia and India. Japan has participated in a biennial maritime exercise with India called JIMEX since 2012. Continued engagement would solidify security relations with India—which is seen as the “weak link” by Quad critics\textsuperscript{58}—and pull them closer into the American security orbit, which is exactly what it wants.\textsuperscript{59} The same applies to bilateral ties with Australia, but there is more work to be done there. Japan enjoys close relations with Australia, which is their closest security partner after the United States. Australia has embraced a Japanese security partnership despite protest from China,\textsuperscript{60} but plans for bilateral training exercises have stalled because of Australian concerns over Japan’s death penalty laws, which have been abolished in Australia.\textsuperscript{61} Japan cannot let this impede greater integration with Australia. Japanese leaders can assure their Australian counterparts that, within the context of a military exercise, there is nothing that allied personnel would do in Japanese territory that warrants the death penalty. The U.S., Japan, Australia, India, and South Korea all participate in the biennial Rim of the Pacific Exercise (RIMPAC), the largest of its kind. 25,000 personnel and 52 naval crafts from 26 different countries participated in RIMPAC 2018. This included 1 ship from Japan, 5 from Australia, 1 from India, and 3 from South Korea.\textsuperscript{62} Aircraft from these countries also frequent the exercise. Because of COVID-19, RIMPAC 2020 was considerably scaled-down. India was among the
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many regular participants that were absent.\textsuperscript{63} Japanese leaders can encourage India to attend once more in 2022.

Active engagement with other American allies strengthens the Japan-U.S. Security Alliance by furthering U.S. goals for an integrated, interoperable Indo-Pacific security network. However, it also enhances Japan’s military autonomy by providing an avenue for proactivity and contribution outside of the American umbrella. It gives Japan a backup plan in the off chance that the U.S. withdraws from Asia, which was a motivating factor, to begin with.\textsuperscript{64} Japanese leaders can note, however, that bi- and multilateral arrangements with their other allies are no substitute for the Japan-U.S. Security Alliance. The American armed forces are far larger, more advanced, and more heavily armed than either military. Australia’s military is only about 80,000 strong. The U.S. stations over 50,000 military personnel in Japan alone.\textsuperscript{65} While India maintains a military comparable in size to the U.S., it is poor and plagued by domestic problems. Both India and Australia are far away from the action in the ECS, where combat is most likely to happen. There are no guarantees that Australian or Indian officials would be willing or able to station soldiers in Japan the same way the U.S. does. Prioritizing alternative security agreements over the Japan-U.S. Security Alliance is inconsistent with Japan’s \textit{National Defense Program Guidelines}. These guidelines assert that to deter and counter the critical security threats posed by the PLA, “it [is] vitally important to adapt to warfare that combines capabilities in new domains—space, cyberspace, and [the] electromagnetic spectrum—and traditional domains—land, sea, and air.”\textsuperscript{66} The U.S. is unparalleled in all of these domains, so its resources and expertise are indispensable to Japan. While highly beneficial, security arrangements with other U.S. allies—particularly India and Australia—are only supplementary to the Japan-U.S. Security Alliance; they are complements.

\section*{A Sixth Eye in Asia}

Becoming a cooperative, integrated member of the Indo-Pacific security network as the U.S. wishes goes beyond military exercises. The gathering, protection, and sharing of information are also paramount. The U.S. has named “maintain[ing] an intelligence advantage over China, and
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inoculat[ing] the United States, its allies, and partners against Chinese intelligence activities” as a key objective. To achieve this goal, the U.S. seeks to “equip U.S. allies and partners to cooperate with the United States in operating against China and countering China’s clandestine activities in their countries,” and plans to “help allies and partners develop high standards in counterintelligence, counter proliferation, cyber security, industrial security, and management of classified information.” American hopes for enhanced intelligence capabilities among its allies align closely with contemporary Japanese strategy. Former defense minister Kono Taro has expressed great interest in joining the Five Eyes—an intelligence-sharing alliance between Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the UK, and the United States. Attaining official status as the Sixth Eye would be mutually beneficial to Japan and the other Eyes, given their shared concerns over China and Japan’s close proximity to this area. Kono does not think that Japan needs to do anything to be added to the Five Eyes, but he is mistaken. Experts contend that Japan is too leaky; its security clearance system—as outlined under its 2013 state secrecy law—is insufficient to protect sensitive information. Under the law, most information is still easily accessible. These experts see this as a serious handicap on both internal and external intelligence sharing. To attain Sixth Eye status, Japan must prove that it is not a risk—that it can protect sensitive information. Convincing the Five Eyes that Japan can keep secrets will require “implementing a tougher legal framework with stricter protections and a robust counter-intelligence setup.” It will also require bolstering Japan’s cybersecurity infrastructure, which experts contend is relatively weak and vulnerable to attack. This contention is evidenced by the Ministry of Defense’s orders for Japanese defense contractors to adopt American cybersecurity standards.
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Improving Japan’s counterintelligence and information management standards—including its cybersecurity setup—is exactly what Washington wants. Such improvements would be welcomed by the U.S. and Australia, even if Sixth Eye status is not granted. Even if the Five Eyes are not convinced, Japan will still have raised its intelligence standards, which is a success in and of itself.

The Taiwan Question

Japanese leaders should be aware that there is an inherent risk involved with a continued commitment to the Japan-U.S. Security Alliance: the U.S. may expect Japan to come to its aid in the event of an armed conflict. This expectation is compounded by Japan’s recent relaxation of restraints on collective defense, and its posture as a proactive contributor to Indo-Pacific stability. American defense officials have expressed concerns over China’s plans for Taiwan, noting that the PLA is “likely preparing for a contingency to unify Taiwan with the mainland by force, while simultaneously deterring, delaying, or denying any third-party intervention on Taiwan’s behalf.”76 There is some uncertainty regarding the U.S. response to such a contingency. In 2011, a former defense official testified before Congress that “the preservation of stability in the Taiwan Strait is fundamental to our interests in promoting peace and prosperity in the Asia-Pacific writ large.”77 The U.S. Department of Defense has stated that it wants a free and secure Taiwan that can “engage the mainland on its own terms,” and that the U.S. will provide the necessary military hardware for Taiwan’s defensive needs.78 The provision of such “defense articles” is required by the Taiwan Relations Act (TRA).79 The TRA does not stipulate that the U.S. must defend Taiwan, only that it must be able to, which is where the uncertainty stems from. Former U.S. National Security Advisor Robert O’Brien commented in October 2020 that there is “a lot of ambiguity there about what the United States would do in response to an attack by China on Taiwan.”80 In the event of a Chinese attack—which some Taiwanese leaders fear is becoming more likely81—the U.S. may or may not go to Taiwan’s defense. Should the
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U.S. elect to defend Taiwan, they may request Japanese support. Japanese leaders should prepare for such a possibility.

**Unrestrained Partnership**

The U.S. wants Japan to “become a regionally integrated, technologically advanced pillar of the Indo-Pacific security architecture.”\(^{82}\) To that end, the U.S. will likely push Japan to further loosen legal and political restraints on military expansion and independence. American experts argue that “the alliance would benefit from a relationship without overarching restrictions on military cooperation” and that it would be more powerful and effective with the full, mutual support of both parties.\(^{83}\) Such experts note that “alliance forces continue to struggle with interoperability as a result of their separate command structure, a challenge born of Japan’s unique legal constraints on the use of force.”\(^{84}\) They argue that legally allowing the joint command and co-basing of allied forces would enhance their interoperability and streamline resource efficiency by eliminating duplicate capabilities and facilities.\(^{85}\) Abe Shinzo made significant progress in the legal arena. His reinterpretation of Article 9 allows for a collective defense that was welcomed in Washington as “long-overdue.”\(^{86}\) It is worth noting that political and legal changes can have the dual effect of strengthening the Japan-U.S. Security Alliance and enhancing Japan’s autonomy, as was the case with Abe’s establishment of Japan’s NSC.\(^{87}\)

On a related note, Washington may solicit Tokyo to purchase more American military technology or to conduct more of its own research and development on such technology. Doing so would be consistent with its interest in “assist[ing] in the modernization of Japan’s Self Defense Forces.”\(^{88}\) The planned purchase of the American-made Aegis Ashore ballistic missile defense system aligned with American calls for a more technologically advanced Japan. The Japanese government chose Aegis Ashore over a Terminal High-Altitude Area Defense system.

---
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because of its wider range and lower cost, but canceled the transaction in June 2020 citing a safety flaw. American officials were surprised by the cancellation, as it would have allowed Aegis-equipped vessels docked in Japan to spread out, and many had lauded it as a powerful defense against North Korean ICBMs. It is also unclear whether or not the Japanese government has a viable alternative to Aegis Ashore. It is important to recognize that the U.S. is not entirely convinced that Japan’s concerns are warranted or entirely genuine and that it stands by the utility of Aegis Ashore. While arms purchases constitute a significant source of revenue for the U.S., it also recognizes Japan’s objective need for technologically advanced defensive capabilities, which the U.S. is highly skilled at producing. With that considered, Japanese leaders can expect calls to make more military purchases, develop their own capabilities, or a mix of the two.

**Conclusion**

American power and influence are declining. COVID-19 has devastated the U.S. and complicated domestic issues have come to the fore in recent years. Between its security commitments and military engagements around the world, the U.S. is stretched thin. With so much on its plate, the Biden administration will likely focus more on domestic matters over foreign affairs. However, it is unlikely that the U.S. will renege on its promises. Japan is the gateway to the Indo-Pacific, where American leaders have forecast the most promising economic opportunities. Japan’s geostrategic position in the region is too important to American interests to sacrifice.

However, the U.S. will expect more from Japan. It wants a “strong and confident Japan.” This means more engagement—increased efforts to create goodwill with the United States’ other Indo-Pacific security allies and improve interoperability with them. It may also

---
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mean increased military purchases and legal reform. Doing as the U.S. wishes—cementing security ties with other allies and improving its security infrastructure—is consistent with Japan’s current strategy and long-term designs for autonomy. In the short term, Japan has no worthy alternative to the Japan-U.S. Security Alliance. Japan’s other allies are not likely to provide the kind of protection that the U.S. does, and rapid militarization is not possible in the near future. Japan would benefit from meeting American expectations for more engagement with Australia, India, and South Korea. This would further the United States’ vision for a unified Indo-Pacific security network. Strengthening the alliance and enhancing autonomy are not necessarily mutually exclusive processes. Japan can do both.
Chapter 3:
Japan-China Security Relations

Japan’s relationship with China is complex and volatile due to territorial disputes, intense historical animosity, and competition in forming alliances with other countries in the Indo-Pacific region. Japan’s relations with China are further complicated by the strained U.S.-China relationship. The expansion of the Chinese military and China’s expanding influence in the region poses a direct threat to Japan’s security and defense. However, despite the security concerns associated with China’s rise, it is not necessarily Japan’s rival. In the past, there have been many areas of agreement and opportunities for cooperation on issues involving regional security. Regarding the Japan-China relationship in the military and diplomatic domains, Japan must look for opportunities to fortify its national defense and strengthen ties with regional partners. The Japanese government should continue to pursue measures that appropriately assert Japan’s national interests while at the same time avoids further conflict with China.

Disputes Over the Senkaku Islands with China

Japan is involved in several territorial disputes with its neighboring countries. Among those, one of the most intense is arguably the Senkaku Islands dispute with China. The Senkaku Islands (Diaoyutai Islands in Chinese) are located northeast of Taiwan and south of Okinawa, in the East China Sea. The islands are covered by both Japan and China’s overlapping exclusive economic zones. They offer several valuable resources including rich fishing and potentially crude oil reserves. However, more importantly, the islands are located on the shipping lanes and trading routes that connect the Pacific Ocean to the Taiwan Strait and the East China Sea. From a strategic standpoint, the nation that has sovereignty over the Senkaku Islands will obtain a huge advantage on its military’s enforceable scope in the Northeastern Asia region, and control the Pacific entrance into Asia.

Due to the Senkaku Islands’ strategic importance, both Japan and China claim them as their territory and the sovereignty issue has intensified greatly after the 2000s. Considering the

importance of the islands and China’s military threat to Japan, Japan shouldn't relinquish its claim to sovereignty. Giving up Japan’s claim could potentially allow the Chinese forces to reach and control the entrance of the Pacific Ocean into the southern seas of Japan and the Asian lands. To secure its national defense and expand the scope of the Japanese military’s mobility in the region, Japan must continue to exercise its control over the Senkaku Islands. Conflicts between both countries, such as a Chinese fishing boat ramming into a Japanese coast guard vessel in 2010 and the continuous sending of coast guard vessels to patrol around the islands, have shifted the primary focus heavily to the military rights of the islands. Thus, it is arguably impossible that either side would voluntarily renege its claim on the Islands.  

The Islands are currently under the coverage of both China’s "East China Sea Air Defense Identification Zone" and the Japan-U.S. “Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security (Extended Deterrence),” and thus have the potential to cause further diplomatic and military conflicts if both countries try to further strengthen their control over the Senkaku Islands. For China, the fishery and energy resources in the area are motives enough to seize control of the Senkaku Islands, but there is something more essential to China’s interests: a regional strategy to counter U.S.-Japanese military cooperation and China’s historical claim of Taiwan. In order to reduce the United States’ presence in Northeastern Asia, China needs to be able to easily blockade Taiwan and the waterways from the Pacific Ocean into the East China Sea.

The Senkaku Islands were previously considered as part of Taiwan which was ceded by China to Japan after the first Japan-China War in 1895. In 1945, Japan returned its sovereignty over Taiwan to China. Since the People’s Republic of China (PRC) asserts that Taiwan is an inseparable part of Chinese territory, China will never withdraw its claim of sovereignty over the Senkaku Islands. Through the years, China has increased its militaristic interactions with the Senkaku Islands, including authorizing the People’s Armed Forces Maritime Militia (PAFMM) to launch large incursions in waters near the Senkakus in 2016, strengthening the Eastern Theater Command’s (ETC) operational control on long-distance sea training, preparing for aerial combat, and directing a People's Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) Shang-class nuclear-powered attack.

---

submarine (SSN) to sail underwater in the vicinity of the Senkaku Islands in 2018. These frequent militaristic practices have shown that the value and importance of the Senkaku Islands have greatly increased for China and that it is willing to carry out more militaristic practices than ever before to claim its sovereignty on the Senkaku Islands. That is, China is not planning to easily compromise on leaving the islands to Japan.

Despite the possibility of causing further deterioration of its diplomatic ties with China, the Japanese government is opting to fortify its national defense on the Senkaku Islands from potential invasions. Japan cooperated with U.S. forces to deploy Osprey and F35 fighter jets and planned to turn one helicopter carrier into an aircraft carrier available for F35s. In addition, Japan adjusted its defense posture across all SDF services to address China’s territorial ambitions, the Japan Air Self Defense Force (JASDF) has enhanced its Air Defense Missiles and dispatched its tactical fighter squadron to various Japanese regions in 2016, and Japan Ground Self-Defense Force (JGSDF) deployed 160-800 soldiers on Ishigaki, Miyako, and Amami islands near Okinawa. Furthermore, several Japanese military institutions have upgraded their existing corps and units while simultaneously creating new ones to cope with the Senkaku Islands issue, such as the Marine unit Amphibious Rapid Deployment Brigade. In fact, Japan’s previous actions of strengthening its aerial and marine border security reflect its awareness that China will keep asserting its military might and there is no room for Japan to back down.

While both countries assertively claim their sovereignty over the Senkaku Islands, allowing this unresolved political issue to continuously deteriorate their relations does not serve either nations’ interest best. However, this tacit mutual understanding does not mean that China is willing to compromise its national strategy and militaristic goals in regards to the Senkaku Islands. This status quo requires Japan to strengthen its national defense and emergency-response abilities while simultaneously finding a balance on such territorial disputes with China.

**South China Sea Conflict**

Although Japan has not been directly involved in conflicts in the South China Sea (SCS), its diplomacy, economy, and especially its scope of national defense have been deeply influenced

---

by the conflict. The situation of the SCS would directly threaten Japan’s “Free and Open Indo-Pacific” (FOIP) strategy if China fully claims the region and blockades Japan and its ASEAN allies. Thus, it is in Japan's national interest to exert its influence on issues surrounding the SCS.

China’s recent construction of military facilities, such as anti-ship cruise missiles and long-range surface-to-air missiles on outposts on the Spratly Islands in 2018, and other common practices such as coercing other claimant states (most notably Vietnam on energy exploitation) and pressuring other regional and extra-regional states not to interfere clearly demonstrates its goal of fully occupying the South China Sea (SCS).\textsuperscript{100} As President Xi Jinping claimed in his speech during the 90th anniversary of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), “China will not cede an inch of territory.”\textsuperscript{101} Many recent Chinese practices have undoubtedly encouraged nationalist attitudes in dealing with foreign affairs. China furthermore strengthened its maritime force by having the PLA Navy conduct significant training events, which included more than 75 aircraft in Hainan Island located in the SCS in 2018. In addition to enhancing its military abilities, China also seeks to form tighter relations with key players in the South China Sea. For example, the Peace and Friendship 2018 naval exercise with Malaysia and Thailand reflects China’s efforts to improve ties with ASEAN states and calm tensions in the South China Sea. Despite having conflicts with several nations in the SCS, China’s fortification of its national defense, as well as bonding with regional allies, will allow for it to establish full control in the region.

In regards to economics, Japan’s oil and trading ships follow the trade route through the Strait of Malacca, passing through the South China Sea and the Indian Ocean to go to the Middle East. The same holds for China, as in 2018, approximately 78 percent of China’s oil imports and 16 percent of natural gas imports transited the South China Sea and Strait of Malacca.\textsuperscript{102} Thus, the SCS is crucial for both Japan and China not only for economic and trade benefits but also for securing energy resources. China’s claim over the islands in the SCS would hinder the current ability of both Japan and ASEAN states to easily accessing and entering waterways. Such economic disadvantages and privileges could also be used by China to force Japan to concede on
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diplomacy or other disputes, such as the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (The Quad) or the Senkaku Dispute.

While China is rapidly becoming the prevailing, leading force in the SCS through military expansion and mercantilist Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) cooperation with military and regional ties, the same approach could also be used by Japan but with a greater emphasis on diplomacy and foreign relations. Aware that China is still the major trading partner in the SCS, ASEAN states cannot completely alienate China. However, Japan could offer ASEAN nations an alternative to the Chinese order by selling its FOIP framework.

In order to build up a defensive Indo-Pacific framework, Japan inevitably needs support from not only its established allies but also from key countries such as India, Australia, and ASEAN nations. The form of such should not only be limited to regional cooperation, such as the ASEAN-6 but also requires bilateral cooperation due to “minimal intra-regional trade and lack of political focus on regional integration.” Taking into account the dilemmas of some ASEAN states, such as disputes over Freedom of Navigation (FONOPs) and military affairs in the SCS, it is still possible for Japan to cooperate with several states that face severe impacts from China, such as Vietnam and the Philippines. For example, Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga recently approved a defense export agreement with Vietnam and provided the Philippines with coast guard vessels and radar systems. These interactions signal that Japan is engaging in a wider, stronger diplomatic approach to counter China’s expansion in the South China Sea.

Furthermore, Japan’s involvement in the SCS is trusted by the ASEAN states involved in the SCS. In a 2020 survey conducted by the Iseas-Yusof Ishak Institute’s ASEAN Studies Centre of more than 1300 ASEAN professionals, 61.2% of the respondents claimed they “believe Japan will do the right thing” regarding the SCS conflict and regional peacekeeping.

Adding Japan’s close ties with the U.S. and European nations, aiming to establish a Japanese-led regional framework to counter China’s occupation of the SCS is, in theory, feasible.

---

due to common national security interests, and a relatively peaceful approach that also avoids creating further militaristic outbreaks between the nations. Just as Japan further strengthened its trilateral relationship with the Philippines through the U.S.-Philippines military exercise in 2017, Japan’s international ties and cooperation with the western world and ASEAN nations could enable it to secure and perform well its character of proactive peacekeeping. That is, perceiving such outcomes as shifting Japan’s strategy from regional balancing into proactive peacekeeping under the enlarged scope of the SDF or either expanding its diplomatic cooperation network to counter China. It is in Japan’s best interest to continually strengthen its national defense and tighten its relationship with international allies to stimulate its economy and reclaim a stronger position in Asia.

The North Korea Issue

The Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) poses a military threat to every member of Northeast Asia and the United States. In the Japan-DPRK Pyongyang Declaration (2002-2003), the DPRK stated it would cooperate with Japan to comply with international law and would not engage in actions that would threaten the security of Japan to promote peace in Northeastern Asia. Unfortunately, in 2017, this declaration was broken when the DPRK fired ballistic missiles across Hokkaido. As shown, the volatility of the DPRK, along with the recently revived friendship between the People’s Republic of China and the DPRK, will continue to create additional security challenges for Japan.

The UN Security Council has continuously imposed sanctions on the DPRK since the Resolution 1718 of 2006, including banning natural gas imports and freezing the amount of crude oil during the 2010s. Given the status quo of recent years, China’s stance on the DPRK issue has been amicable as it advocated for loosening sanctions on the DPRK in exchange for
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Pyongyang’s stable status and progress on nuclear non-proliferation. During the Covid-19 pandemic, the DPRK has been especially harmed by UN sanctions as it was forced to close its borders to China. Chinese imports to the DPRK plummeted 88%. Thus, the lifting of external sanctions is especially an urgent issue for the DPRK.

In December of 2019, both Japan and China agreed to cooperate to denuclearize North Korea amid growing tensions between Washington and Pyongyang. This opportunity serves as a potential nexus to promote regional peace in Asia and shows the desire to increase mutual trust. However, there are still multiple concerns for Japan, as the PRC and DPRK remain close allies because China considers the DPRK as a key strategic buffer zone for China’s national defense and disputes between China and Japan in the East China Sea.

Prime Minister Abe’s reinterpretation of the Constitution to expand the legal scope of SDF’s operation aims to tackle Japan’s concerns regarding the growing close relations between the DPRK and China. The expansion of SDF’s mobility scope and strengthening of national defense is effective and necessary approaches that serve Japan’s interests in proactive peacekeeping, maintaining national security, and increased participation in regional cooperation on collective security issues.

The Taiwan Issue
Taiwan’s sovereignty has always been a primary security issue between the U.S.-China and the Northeastern Asia region because it directly influences the control of the Pacific entrance into Asia. The People’s Republic of China has been an assertive claimant of the island of Taiwan since 1949 when the PRC won the civil war with the Guo-Min-Dang Nationalist Party. Although Japan is currently not a direct and major participant in the Taiwan issue, the issue does involve
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the U.S., which indirectly influences the U.S.-Japan extended deterrence strategy as well as U.S.-
Japan military cooperation. Thus, Japan is actually a key recipient of the outcomes of the Taiwan
issue and cannot exclude itself from the Taiwan issue.

The re-election of President Tsai Ying Wen of the Democratic Progressive Party, whose
policies prefer rectification of Taiwan’s stance rather than seeking peaceful concessions, has
heightened China’s attention and awareness of the Taiwan issue. It seems to China that the
previous strategies such as building Taiwan’s economic dependence on China and the “One
Country, Two Systems” are no longer applicable to the current Taiwanese government. Eight
Chinese bomber planes and four fighter jets entered the southwestern corner of Taiwan’s air
defense identification zone in January 2021 to deter and demonstrate China’s assertive
determination to resolve the Taiwan issue. Furthermore, it is also a test of U.S. President Joe
Biden’s level of support in helping Taiwan achieve its sovereignty. In the United States’ first
public remarks on Taiwan since U.S. President Biden came into power, the U.S. State
Department reaffirmed its "rock-solid commitment" to helping it defend itself.

As China becomes more proactive on the Taiwan issue, the U.S. is also becoming more
assertive in its stance of supporting the defense of the Taiwan Strait. This could potentially
repeat the situation in the Korean War in which the U.S. sent fleets to the Taiwan Strait to
prevent and counter China’s military expansion over the Pacific region. Japan normally does not
need to be involved with China-Taiwan daily interactions. However, if the Chinese and U.S.
military come into conflict in the Taiwan Strait, the U.S.-Japan extended deterrence strategy will
require Japan to send marine and aerial forces to counter China’s expansion. If the Taiwan
dispute is settled in favor of China then, the scope of the U.S.-Japanese extended deterrence
would likely rapidly shrink and Japan could be militarily isolated from its western and ASEAN
allies in Northeastern Asia issues

The Quadrilateral Security Dialogue vs. China

The Quad, a minilateral cooperation consisting of the United States, Japan, Australia, and India,
aims at increasing non-military cooperation through infrastructure investment and development,
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to counter China’s BRI activities in the Indo-Pacific Region. The minilateral cooperation of the four nations includes military and non-military relations in order to produce temporary, but expeditious collective practices from informal channels when multilateral institutions (e.g. NATO) are not functioning well.\(^{118}\) Such cooperation serves specific interests between nations when any sensitive or regional incidents occur, such as the U.S.-Japan-India trilateral cooperation that focuses on narrow interests such as maritime security and infrastructure development. The Partnership for Quality Infrastructure (PQI) has strengthened the Asian Development Bank (ADB) led by Japan as it provides the Quad’s members common ground to counter China’s BRI through fostering connectivity and development of infrastructure with a concern for transparency, genuine need, and sustainable debt burden.\(^{119}\) Furthermore, the major concern that China will utilize the BRI to deploy its military forces in cooperating regions could be countered if the Quad seeks to bind nations that further share similar national values and interests instead of merely development.

In China’s view, the “Anti-China Trend” becomes a global and comprehensive strategy, especially for U.S.-led efforts.\(^{120}\) In addition, the establishment of the Quad becomes a regional politic that embraces the FOIP strategy to reduce China’s presence in the Asian and Pacific world. Japan especially has successfully expanded its leadership role in the Asia-Pacific region to challenge China’s diplomatic and military strategies in the region. That is, the rally of regional defenses and allies between China’s BRI framework and the Quad has become pivotal in determining the next main leader of Asia. As a result, the status quo has become a great opportunity for Japan to continue and expand its FOIP strategy and enhance its influence in Asia by strengthening national defense and tightening relations with international allies to counter China’s expansion.


Military Spending of Japan and China

Since the end of the Cold War, Japan’s military status has reached a stable phase of having no proactive offensive and nuclear weapons. In contrast, since the end of World War II, China has been expanding the scale of its military to challenge the world order built by the U.S. In the late 2000s, China’s military spending reached approximately $60 billion and exceeded Japan’s. The rise of China’s military power has directly challenged Japan’s leadership role in Asia and thus forced Japan to reconsider its foreign strategies in regards to China. As long as complicated Japan-China disputes are not resolved, it is inevitable that Japan will have to interact with China while simultaneously facing military and diplomacy tensions.

Japan has been increasing its defense military budgets for nine straight years and recently recorded a historic high of $51.6 billion budget to support the long-distance missiles regarding the intensified Japan-China relations. The status quo does not suggest that the two countries are going to start wars or invade disputed territories of each other but does reflect that the military and national defense concerns of both countries have deepened severely.

Stances of Future Prime Ministers

As the torch of Previous Prime Minister Abe has been passed to Prime Minister Suga, the latter will arguably become the most influential figure for future Japan-China relations and the difference of his stances will potentially influence the status quo of the relationship. Prime Minister Abe has been “exceptional for his strong presence in international scenes,” while on the other hand, Prime Minister Suga rarely was on the front stage interacting with world leaders. Hence, one of Prime Minister Suga’s future challenges would be to mark his own presence and voice in foreign affairs.

The future Prime Minister’s political inclination is also of key importance for the future of Japan’s relations with China. According to past attitudes, Chinese leaders were more willing to build friendly relations with Japan when the Prime Minister adopted the ideology that Japan has a responsibility to compensate for wartime damages to China. On the other hand, when the
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previous Prime Ministers adopted a more right-wing or nationalistic ideology or even engaged in controversial practices such as visiting Yasukuni Shrine, the Chinese government usually heavily condemned Japan and maintained sensitive relations. In the 2016 Global Attitude Survey, only 10% of Chinese thought that Japan had “apologized sufficiently for their military actions during the 1930s and 40s,” while 53% of Japanese agreed. In addition, approximately 77% of Chinese believe Japan had not apologized sufficiently compared to a quarter of the Japanese respondents.

Currently, Prime Minister Suga could potentially have an advantage in this regard because many experts and scholars would attribute his stance and style as less politically inclined, but realistic and sensible. That is, although different from Prime Minister Abe’s charismatic approach, Prime Minister Suga’s pragmatism could greatly support him in adopting policies and stances that essentially strengthen Japan’s ties and cooperations with allies with similar interests.

**Conclusion**

As China’s rise in the past two decades has inevitably led to Japan’s decline as a leader in Asia, Japan faces various military, diplomatic and economic challenges in which Japan itself cannot depend on the U.S.-Japan alliance exclusively. In order to break the stagnation of Japan in multiple fields, Japan’s assertiveness of fortifying national security and strengthening its character as an international peacekeeper enables Japan to expand its diplomatic ties with more ASEAN and Pacific states and seek out stable cooperation with China.

---


Chapter 4: Japan-China Economic Relations

The development of the Chinese economy and growing investments show China has become a leading player internationally and regionally. China is ranked as Japan’s top trading partner, comprising 19.4% of yearly exports and 23.8% of yearly imports. With a population of 1.398 billion and a GDP of $14.343 trillion, China is a major market for Japanese businesses and investors. Current Japan-China economic relations remain strong, however, there are many potential opportunities and concerns. As China and Japan are economically interdependent, tight Japan-China economic relations are crucial to the Japanese economy and Japan should continue to maintain a “win-win” collaboration with China for major economic benefits.

Japan’s Current Trade Balance with China

Bilateral trade between China and Japan is a key cornerstone of their economic relations. The total trade volume between China and Japan in 2019 was $340.7 billion, of which Japan’s imports were $169.2 billion and exports were $171.5 billion. This bilateral trade is highly complementary, with China exporting raw materials and goods to Japan and Japan exporting industrial products and materials to China. Japan’s top exports to China in 2018 included machinery ($36.5 billion), electrical machinery ($32 billion), chemicals ($24 billion), and transport equipment ($14.4 billion). Japanese firms in China produce consumer products and export consumer goods to Japan and procure capital goods and important components from Japan, a major part of China’s imports from Japan. This complementary nature of bilateral trade has thus become one of the key features in the relationship. It is important to note that this relationship is different from U.S.-China economic relations. In the U.S., its trade deficit with

China accounts for 47% of the total deficit ($376 billion) and many Americans have lost their jobs as the U.S. mainly imports final products from China, resulting in major trade conflicts.\textsuperscript{129} On the other hand, Japan does not have this degree of economic conflict with China. Furthermore, as China and Japan are respectively the second and third-largest economies in the world, this bilateral relationship showcases their interdependence.

Currently, Japan has an increasing trade deficit with China, $34.31 billion in 2019.\textsuperscript{130} With China’s industrial upgrading, labor-intensive manufacturing products have gradually substituted raw material and energy as one of the Japanese main imports from China while the percentage of manufacturing goods as part of Japanese exports to China has decreased to 12% in 2015.\textsuperscript{131} This has led to a hollowing-out effect (unemployment) on Japan’s economy, particularly in the manufacturing sectors. Additionally, as Japanese companies are increasingly collaborating with Chinese local manufacturers, they have begun to procure more from local Chinese firms instead of importing from Japan. Based on the Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO) survey in 2016, 68% of Japanese firms located in China purchased raw material and industrial components in China as compared to 58% in 2015.\textsuperscript{132} Even though the trade deficit data may be alarming, it is important to note that China is still Japan’s largest export market. Japan, which is still grappling with resurgent pandemic outbreaks, can reap economic benefits from the rebounded Chinese economy. In comparison to Japan’s 4% decrease in overall global exports in 2020, Japan’s exports to China have risen by 3.8%.\textsuperscript{133} China’s increase in demand facilitated a net trade increase in Japan’s economic growth during the 2020 July-September quarter by 3%.\textsuperscript{134} However, resurgent pandemic outbreaks and lockdowns will affect overseas demand, but China’s continued economic growth will provide Japan some alleviation for the decline in export demands.\textsuperscript{135} As such, it is in Japan’s best interest to continue to focus on areas of possible growth in bilateral trade with China.

\textsuperscript{132} Ibid.
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Bilateral Investments

China’s growing economy is fertile ground for Japanese FDI and the growth in bilateral trade is largely facilitated by Japanese investments. In 2018, Japanese FDI in China totaled approximately $124 billion with around 23,000 Japanese firms operating in China.136 Japanese multinational companies in China are mainly in manufacturing sectors and FDI is concentrated in transport equipment, electric equipment, and other manufacturing.137 Additionally, Japan has the most investments in China amongst the large economies, 7.3% of the total cumulative FDI flows, greater than the United States’ 5.8%.138 As Japanese firms can utilize China’s comparative advantage in low-cost factors of production and its large market demand, Japan places a significant emphasis on the Chinese market, especially for manufacturing industries. However,
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Japan’s outward FDI may cause concern domestically. Coupled with the coronavirus pandemic, outward investments may lead to the shutdown of domestic plants, causing detrimental impacts on the manufacturing sector. In 2020, 16,717 out of 79,522 unemployed Japanese people were from the manufacturing sector. While there are some negative implications, outward investments are beneficial to the overall Japanese economy. Japanese investments in China allow Japanese firms to use China as a production base to avoid higher Japanese costs and improve their global competitiveness, thus contributing to Japanese export-oriented economic growth.

On the other hand, Japan has continued to attract substantial investments from China. Chinese cumulative direct investments in Japan totaled $3.73 billion in 2019. These investments are in areas such as manufacturing, financial services, cross-border e-commerce, mobile payments, and the Internet. The Japanese market is highly valued by Chinese companies for its favorable environment in research and development (R&D). Many Chinese firms, such as Huawei, Baidu, ZTE, and Suning, have developed partnerships with Japanese operators and manufacturers. Additionally, Chinese firms such as Huawei have set up R&D centers in Japan while Tencent and Alibaba have added payment outlets there. In 2020, the Chinese company Xiaomi (the world’s fourth-largest smartphone manufacturer) announced plans to double its number of engineers at its R&D center in Japan. As Huawei holds only 5% of the Japanese smartphone market share, there is room for other major Chinese technology players in the Japanese market, further making Japan an attractive location for technology investments. Even though Japan’s current investments in China are much higher compared to China’s current investments in Japan, Japan should be optimistic as Chinese investments have a potential for greater growth. The current trends in Chinese investments imply that Japan is not only a lucrative destination but also an important partner for ventures in areas, especially for R&D.
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leverage its advantages, particularly in R&D to continue to attract Chinese firms. However, Japan must be cautious about issues such as Intellectual Property (IP) theft and other espionage that could occur in growing Chinese investments. Thus, it is in Japan’s best interests to establish a strong equivalent to the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) to oversee foreign investments in Japanese firms from a national security perspective.

**Major Opportunities and Concerns for Japan with China**

It is important for Japan to understand current Chinese economic trends and policies. In October 2020, China finalized the blueprint for the 14th Five-Year Plan (FYP), setting economic and social policies from 2021–2025. This plan emphasizes sustainable economic growth by improving quality and efficiency. It also features a “dual circulation”: “a domestic cycle” as the main focus for China’s next phase economy, targeting internal consumption and production, which is complemented by an “international cycle” that targets foreign trade and investment. Due to the growing technology war with the U.S., China will place a strong emphasis on technology and innovation to be self-reliant in science and technology. Based on the Chinese economic blueprint, it is in Japan’s best interests to understand the crucial areas of opportunities and tackle the relevant concerns.

**Innovation and Technology**

Innovation and technology will be a key focus for China’s next five years. China will place a significant emphasis on the digital economy, digital finance, cybersecurity, and autonomous vehicles. FYP aims to support the transformation of China’s economy from a focus on producing low-technology goods to specialized high-end goods, transitioning China to “tech self-sufficiency.” The plan states it will focus on IP rights protection, talent attraction, technology infrastructure, and create interdisciplinary and cross-regional innovation centers. Key industries mentioned include artificial intelligence (AI), quantum information, semiconductors, integrated
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circuits, health science, neuroscience, biological engineering, and aerospace technologies.\textsuperscript{148} Additionally, FYP will also aim to support key strategic plans, such as the “New Generation AI Development Plan” (China’s strategic plan in making the AI sector its national priority and to establish a native AI industry worth $150 billion in the next few years, aiming to become a leading AI player by 2030\textsuperscript{149}) and the “China Standard 2035 Plan” (China’s plan to become a major leader in defining global standards for next-generation technologies). Furthermore, FYP will establish Shenzhen as a pilot city for innovation priorities, focusing on foreign partnerships and overseas research centers.\textsuperscript{150}

As seen from the FYP, technology and innovation are potential areas of opportunity for Japan, especially Japanese technology firms. Instead of viewing China’s rise in the technology sector as a threat, Japan can take a step ahead of others and use China’s desire for higher-end technology as a market opportunity. Japan can use this opportunity to collaborate with China on technology and innovation to create globally competitive solutions that increase productivity and reap potential profits for both nations. Since China has one-third of the world’s unicorns (a private company with a value of over USD 1 billion), by incubating dynamic business models especially catered to the digital economy, Japan can capitalize on these resources to improve its digital economy through partnerships and venture capital investments. For example, Japan could consider targeting key industries specified in China’s plans for further cooperation and investments, allowing Japan to gain a significant share of profits. Japan can also focus on Shenzhen’s status as a pilot innovation center to fully maximize the benefits of an innovation collaboration with China. Increased engagement with China could provide opportunities to quickly commercialize technologies, particularly in budding areas such as AI, by increasing Japanese access to China’s rapidly increasing massive user base and immense digital ecosystem.\textsuperscript{151} However, Japan should remain cautious about transferring sophisticated


technology to China. From January 2020, China’s new Foreign Investment Law (FIL) says it will prevent Chinese entities from forcing technology transfers from foreign companies.\textsuperscript{152} It is important for Japan to be cautious in taking advantage of these opportunities.

Indeed, technology and innovation are major areas of concern for Japan because of security reasons. The worries are focused on issues such as cybersecurity, IP, and information technology.\textsuperscript{153} There are concerns that there is a possibility of leaking advanced technologies and information to China and that China would use them for military purposes. In fact, Japan’s National Security Council has established a unit to analyze the impact of economic matters, for example, advanced technologies, on national security.\textsuperscript{154} Japan’s concerns are warranted. As China is an important market for Japan, offering a vibrant environment for technology and innovation investments, it is in Japan’s best interests to consider market entry and potential partnerships in non-sensitive work. This will not only allow Japan to reap the benefits of China’s growing markets but also address security concerns by refraining from working with or transferring technology to China in sensitive areas.

\textit{Advanced Manufacturing}

Japan should realize that manufacturing is an important sector for China as it aims to transition towards more high-end, clean technology. By 2035, China plans to spend about $1.4 trillion on digital infrastructure development in seven areas: 5G, industrial network, modern transport, data processing centers, AI, high voltage networks, and electric car charging stations.\textsuperscript{155} Additionally, \textit{Made in China 2025} is China’s plan to reduce reliance on foreign technologies and target the
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development of advanced manufacturing and high-technology industries.\textsuperscript{156} China aims to integrate big data, cloud computing, and other emerging technologies into global manufacturing supply chains.\textsuperscript{157}

Advanced manufacturing is thus an area of opportunity for Japan. Japanese firms can gain tremendous benefits from investing in improved manufacturing productivity in China, with expected growth in key specified sectors. Fanuc, a Japanese automation company, has seen its sales in China more than double to ¥215.9 billion ($2.03 billion) over one year.\textsuperscript{158} Similarly, in technology and innovation, Japan could profit by engaging with China particularly in non-sensitive works instead of limiting its engagements. As China still needs to bolster its internal development in areas such as technology and renewable energy with foreign capital and expertise, Japan can benefit from the subsequent opening up of the Chinese market especially in specified areas.\textsuperscript{159} According to Japanese semiconductor maker Rohm, its revenue in 2018 increased 12.8% as compared to the previous year during increased demand for environmentally friendly electric appliances.\textsuperscript{160} Since China is a major market for green electric appliances and electric cars, Japan can consider using its strengths in this area to lead the market and benefit from the unveiling opportunities in the low-carbon industry.

While manufacturing offers opportunities, it is also a concern for Japan. A possible concern is that China’s state-led model and ambitions in supply chains could threaten entire industries under a rival geopolitical power’s control.\textsuperscript{161} For example, China’s control in the cobalt industry would be a significant risk to Japan, affecting industries that rely on battery supplies. Should China obtain such control, this is a major security problem as Japan would be in a disadvantaged position. Moreover, China is prioritizing political control over economic incentives, and will inevitably distort the global market. Incentives such as subsidies may
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contribute to market distortion, overproduction, and the dumping of cheap products overseas, as seen with solar panels.\textsuperscript{162} Government support results in an unfair price advantage by substantially decreasing Chinese firms’ costs. Hence, this will inevitably affect Japan’s competitiveness and Japanese firms may lose their market share. It is in Japan’s best interests to identify possible areas of weaknesses in supply chains and manufacturing and possible areas of strengths that will help them profit in their relations with China.

\textit{Healthcare, Education, and Tourism}

The growing Chinese middle class offers a large market for Japanese companies, which face demographic stagnation back in Japan; indeed, China’s middle class could reach 550 million in three years, more than 1.5 times the current U.S. population.\textsuperscript{163} Japan could especially capitalize on sectors, such as healthcare and education. Moreover, Japan can attract more revenue from China’s large consumer base through its tourism industry.

As Chinese consumers now focus more on healthcare and education, Japan can expect a substantial increase in revenue from these sectors. China’s healthcare market is projected to be worth $2.3 trillion by 2030 and the momentum for higher healthcare spending is inevitable.\textsuperscript{164} The rising Chinese middle class and improved health insurance to cover all Chinese citizens would increase the demand for quality equipment and supplies at an accelerating pace. Moreover, the Chinese government has taken measures to open the healthcare market to foreign healthcare providers, allowing the operation of foreign-owned hospitals and facilities in seven provinces or engagement of 70% equity ownership in joint venture agreements in other areas. Since Chinese consumers view foreign healthcare products as more reliable than domestic products, this preference is beneficial to Japanese companies with high-end healthcare technologies. On the other hand, the Chinese education market is projected to have continued
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growth of $288 billion.\textsuperscript{165} Market segments such as non-academic training are open to joint ventures and wholly foreign-owned enterprises (only allowed in Shanghai Free Trade Zone). Since the removal from the Negative List in 2015 (foreign investments are either limited or banned for industries on this list), foreign investments in the education sector have become easier.\textsuperscript{166} However, there are potential concerns due to a lack of regulations in market segments such as online education. Despite the growing market, it is best for Japan to wait for clearer industry standards before entering the market. With rising Chinese demand, Japanese companies with specialties in healthcare and education can target the Chinese market and export goods and services that cater to the needs of Chinese consumers.

Since a growing number of Chinese consumers travel overseas and spend a lot of money there, Japan can use this to its advantage. Tourism has been an important source of revenue for Japan, with Chinese tourists spending more than ¥808 billion ($7.61 billion) in the Japanese economy in 2015 and accounting for 23\% of the nearly ¥3.5 trillion ($32.96 billion) spent by foreign tourists.\textsuperscript{167} The revenue earned from tourism is broadly spread in the Japanese economy as different groups of people play a role in different parts of the tourism sector.\textsuperscript{168} To further reap benefits, Japan can continue to facilitate ease of travel, such as using Singapore-Hong Kong’s air travel bubble as a guide to allow eligible travelers to travel without restrictions and long quarantines. Furthermore, Japan can also market its travel industry as an attractive outlet that caters to the Chinese consumers’ appetites. Japan can capitalize on China’s Wanghong economy (emerging Chinese digital economy based on influencer marketing on social media) by engaging with Chinese celebrities for promotions on social media that is popular with Generation Z, for example, like Douyin/TikTok. Once the pandemic is over, the tourism industry may see a boost since people will want to travel overseas, and seizing the opportunities in this sector will positively aid Japan’s post-pandemic recovery.
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Japan-China Economic Relations in a Multilateral Context

China and Japan are both major players in the Asia-Pacific region, participating actively in numerous regional multilateral institutions. These include the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), the Association of Southeast Asian Nations Plus Three (ASEAN+3), and the ASEAN Regional Forum. China and Japan are also members of the recent Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), one of the largest trade agreements in the world. With China and Japan participating in these regional organizations, they serve as an excellent platform for continued economic cooperation, providing more avenues for a mutually beneficial relationship.

Competition between Japan and China in the Region

With the economic development of China, China’s influence in the Asia-Pacific is becoming greater. There is a rising concern about the emergence of a “Greater China Economic Empire” that could further challenge Japan’s regional influence. After the withdrawal of the U.S. from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) by the Trump Administration, Japan’s economic counterbalance against China by using a U.S.-led multilateral partnership is no longer applicable. Japan is cautious of China’s ambitions in shaping the regional free trade agreement frameworks via RCEP and it will play a more active role in the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) to balance China’s increasing ambitions in institutionalized economic integration.

Additionally, China’s Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) is in constant competition with the Japan-led Asian Development Bank (ADB). China is a member of the ADB while Japan is not a member of the AIIB. At the same time, Japan’s increased funding for Partnership of Quality Infrastructure (PQI) to $200 billion is seen as a distinct contrast to China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Japan’s PQI has an emphasis on quality instead of quantity.
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environmental commitments, and financial sustainability. This emphasis is seen as a direct comparison to the BRI, which is seen as a debt trap (since 2013, overall debt to China has significantly increased, exceeding 20% of GDP in some countries, and eight BRI countries are at risk of debt crises\(^\text{171}\)) lacking transparency (opaque bidding processes and required use of Chinese firms). Despite this competition, Japan’s Free and Open Indo-Pacific (FOIP) initiative would not force countries participating in the initiative to restrict their participation in the BRI.\(^\text{172}\) Japan has recently expressed interest in joining the AIIB and participating in the BRI. By engaging in these projects, Japan might be able to work with the stakeholders in these regional projects, potentially maintaining its status in the region. Furthermore, Japan’s participation in these projects will also help to establish the necessary understanding and communication between China and Japan. Instead of focusing on regional hegemony or competition, China and Japan would not only have a common goal towards infrastructure development in less developed countries but also have the opportunity to establish further trust between themselves.

**Japan as an Important Balancer in the Region**

While the RCEP may be a geopolitical win for China, Japan can play an important role as a balancer. The RCEP is the first China-led multilateral trade deal and is the first trade agreement between China, Japan, and South Korea. Covering about 30% of the world’s GDP, the RCEP membership will comprise some of the largest and more developed economies in the world together with lesser-developed economies, totaling 15 countries.\(^\text{173}\) As the RCEP strengthens Asia’s economic interdependence, more integration may move Asia closer to China’s economic circle. China may use its economic weight to influence the establishment of regulations and standards in the bloc while supply chain efficiencies because of RCEP may further increase China’s resilience to trade tensions and decoupling by making the region more attractive to foreign investments.\(^\text{174}\) Additionally, China views the RCEP as a stepping-stone and has expressed willingness to engage with the CPTPP, a sign that China wants to fill the power
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vacuum left by the U.S. Though China is unable to join the CPTPP soon due to serious hurdles such as the ban on non-commercial assistance to state-owned enterprises (SOEs), China may use Vietnam as its guide, which was admitted to the CPTPP despite having a similar huge state sector and ask for similar grace periods to have enough time to restructure its SOEs to meet CPTPP standards. Under China’s inexorable influence, Japan can prioritize using its balancer role strategically to counteract China’s clout.

Japan, with its major role in the CPTPP and numerous economic partnerships with ASEAN countries and Australia, will have to serve as a crucial balance to China. As India’s absence may tilt the intra-RCEP trade towards China’s favor, Japan must be cautious about China in the RCEP especially since China’s heavy investments and relations with ASEAN countries like Cambodia are already turning these countries into satellites of China. Considering that Japan is at the center of the region’s trade agreements, Japan can use this to moderate China’s influence in RCEP by forming strategic alliances, for example with allies such as Australia. Due to the United States’ inability to rejoin the CPTPP in a short period, Japan can focus on strengthening current coalitions, particularly with countries both in the CPTTP and the RCEP.

**Going Forward: Economic Interdependence and Cooperation with China**

Japan-China economic relations are characterized by economic interdependence. The relationship continues to be largely mutually beneficial, with the potential for greater benefits and strategic partnerships. For Japan, China’s huge market is irreplaceable. Though Japan is expanding its economic engagements with Southeast Asian countries, it is difficult to achieve the complexity level in trade and production networks that Japan has established with China for decades. Most of Japan’s trade and investment in Southeast Asia is broadly incorporated into supply chain networks in China. Japan’s declining population also means that access to the Chinese market and large consumer base is extremely vital to its export-led development.
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Moreover, their economic relations remain very complementary. As China’s economic development stage emphasizes efficiency-driven competitiveness, Japan can use its experience in transforming into an innovation-driven economy as leverage in their relations. For China, the level of industrial interaction with Japan is irreplaceable as Japan is a very advanced nation and has now reached the clean industrial technologies development stage. Since China and Japan are still largely economically interdependent, it is in Japan’s best interests to identify areas for greater cooperation, for example, technology and advanced manufacturing. The partnership will not only allow greater economic interaction but will also integrate the two economies more. It is also important to note that deepened collaborations between the two economies will potentially serve as a form of deterrence for security-related issues.

As economics and politics are intertwined, Japan’s economic interactions with China will inevitably be affected by political situations. Any geopolitical rifts create obstacles for deeper bilateral economic interactions. China is strict in securing its national interests and sovereignty rights. Thus, Japan needs to be cautious when dealing with Taiwan and Hong Kong issues and its interactions with the U.S. over these issues. As U.S.-China relations become more intense, the Unreliable Entity List (UEL) regime (a list for foreign enterprises, organizations, or individuals that engage in activities that endanger Chinese national sovereignty, legitimate rights and rights of Chinese enterprises, organizations, or individuals) enforced by the Ministry of Commerce may become a problem for Japan. Japanese firms in China are worried about potential blacklists on UEL and this is a major potential concern especially for Japanese businesses and investments in areas that China deems to be important to national security. Moreover, territorial disputes will inevitably contribute to trade tensions. In 2010, China limited rare earth exports to Japan for two months amidst a conflict over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands. Although Japan has achieved some success in decreasing its reliance on rare earth imports from 91.3% in 2008 to 58% in 2018.
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China’s use of rare earth minerals as a weapon in political conflicts could happen again in the future, especially since Xi Jinping’s visit to a rare earth facility in Jiangxi province served as a warning to the U.S. Safeguarding national interests, sovereignty and security are extremely important to China and for China, any economic ties would only be formed and continued based on respecting these factors. Japan, who views China as an important economic partner, should consider respecting China’s boundaries in these sensitive areas while at the same time protecting Japan’s national interests.

On the other hand, China is increasingly incorporating economic and financial tools into its foreign policy to achieve its strategic goals. From the BRI to Made in China 2025, China’s economic strategy uses “trade, investments, technology, internationalizing of currency and even weaponization of resource supply chains toward geopolitical ends.” These Chinese ambitions should be an increasing concern for Japan. Japan’s main goals include securing new advanced technologies in areas such as 5G and AI; reinforcing restrictions on foreign investment by China in strategic industries; safeguarding IP and deterring cyber intrusions and forced transfers of technology; becoming self-sufficient in strategic metals and mineral resource supply, and enhancing developmental aid in the Indo-Pacific strategically. With these goals, Japan can better safeguard its economic strategic interests while maintaining some degree of economic balance with China. Although China is a trade partner that has economic interdependence with Japan, Japan needs to be very vigilant about protecting its economic interests, especially in critical areas.

**Conclusion**

Japan-China economic relations are complicated, and they will be influenced by factors other than economics, such as politics and security. While offering numerous opportunities, their bilateral relations feature both competition and non-exclusivity, leaving room for each other in the region. China and Japan are economically interdependent. However, this interdependence
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should not be taken for granted as it can be both strong and fragile depending on the circumstances. In addition to its strong economy, China has geographic proximity with Japan and this can be a strategic factor for economic ties if played well by both parties. Japan should aim to utilize this to maximize benefits and realize national interests by collaborating with China on economic opportunities. On the other hand, cooperation with China will only realize the full potential if both parties can trust each other. In this case, trust needs to be fostered and potential ways of establishing trust are for Japan to minimize triggering China on sensitive issues and determine further partnerships in multilateral projects. All in all, Japan-China economic relations have tremendous potential and Japan should be optimistic about maintaining good relations with China.
Chapter 5:
Japan’s Economic Struggles in Case Studies

While Japan’s close geographic proximity to the lucrative Chinese market has positive implications for the Japanese economy, Japan faces many critical challenges in its economic relationship with China. In the past half-century, China has greatly honed the development of its technology and cyberspace as part of its economic strategy. Thus far, it has become extremely difficult for Japan to continue economic cooperation with China as there is concern about the possibility of losing economic power to China or China taking advantage of Japan. The most pressing areas that Japan needs to prioritize, include its supply chains and manufacturing, the BRI, 5G network, cybersecurity, and intellectual property (IP) theft. With abundant possibilities for economic cooperation, Japan’s preparation in these areas will be critical to building a successful economic relationship with China.

Supply Chains and Manufacturing

Once at the top of global manufacturing for electronic goods, Japan’s status has been replaced by China. Currently, Midea Group, Gree Electric Appliances Inc., and Haier are the world’s top three electronics manufacturers. Those Chinese manufacturers grew rapidly, benefitting from heavy investments and joint ventures with Japan. In the past two decades, Chinese firms have sought integration with prominent Japanese manufacturers. In 2012, Haier bought Panasonic’s Sanyo Electronics’ washing machine and refrigerator businesses, and in 2016 Midea bought Toshiba’s household appliances. Now, not only do many of the Japanese technologies belong to China but also with the intensified competition, the overall number of the Japanese manufacturing plants across the globe declined by 50% between 1998 and 2017.

Competition with Chinese products has caused problems in a number of key Japanese industries. Even the Japanese automobile industry experienced losses due to the rising dominance of Chinese Electric Vehicle (EV) manufacturers. In 2019, Japan’s EV market
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accounted for less than 1% of global sales while China’s market accounted for roughly a half.\textsuperscript{187} China’s prominent EV maker BYD is already the second-largest following the United States' Tesla. In the last five years, China’s increased production of lithium-ion batteries has successfully undermined Japan’s market share.\textsuperscript{188} The news about Tesla using predominantly CATLs (China) batteries at its factory in China constitutes a great challenge to the Japanese rival supplier, Panasonic.\textsuperscript{189} Being unable to compete against China's raw material refining and cell capacity, Japan’s EV industry needs groundbreaking technological innovation to reverse this market trend.\textsuperscript{190}

Besides the loss of competitiveness, the heavy reliance on Chinese supply chains poses critical risks for Japanese manufacturers. The short-term risks became obvious during the COVID-19 pandemic as China’s production lines stopped.\textsuperscript{191} Japanese manufacturers’ continuous operations in China may furthermore create more serious long-term damage to themselves. Technology transfers have allowed China to further progress in value-added products and to target self-sufficiency in the Made in China 2025 plan. If the Chinese market reaches a saturation point with enough domestic high-tech suppliers, Japanese companies’ products may no longer be competitive in China.\textsuperscript{192} This would likely lead to significant job and technology losses for Japanese companies.

\textbf{Challenges in Manufacturing}

In order to tackle the critical issues in manufacturing discussed above, namely the loss of competitiveness and heavy reliance on the Chinese supply chains, four obstacles deserve Japan’s attention. The first is the diversification of manufacturing supply chains. Past attempts to help


manufacturers relocate out of China, such as the government’s $2.3 billion economic package in 2020, were not fruitful. According to an expert’s analysis, only 5% of the total Japanese companies in China applied for the subsidies, and the subsidies were not necessarily used for their intended purpose, but rather for restructuring existing businesses in China. It does not make economic sense for Japanese manufacturing affiliates to leave China when they sell over 70% of their productions in the Chinese market. Thus, simple subsidies do not work effectively in solving Japan’s supply chain problems, and Japan needs a more creative solution.

The second obstacle is talent acquisition. Japan's manufacturing workforce has declined, and the knowledge of retiring workers has not been successfully transferred to younger workers. Japan saw a 10% decrease in the number of people employed in manufacturing in the past twenty years and over 40% of manufacturers expressed concern about the transfer of technology information to new employees which is necessary for their growth. Furthermore, Japan’s sharply declining birth rate has created a shortage of young talent to join the workforce in the high-tech manufacturing domain. Thus, Japan needs additional ways to recruit a steady inflow of younger skilled workers.

The third obstacle is the digitalization of manufacturing. One prominent study projected that the automation of manufacturing will provide a growth opportunity of about $270 billion and a new market size of over $1 trillion by 2030. To exploit these opportunities, it is necessary that Japan quickly develop a sophisticated digitalization infrastructure. The current pace of the Japanese government’s support is not sufficient to keep up with developments by Chinese firms in this area. Both Japan and China spend 2-3% of GDP on research and development (R&D) every year, amounting to $173 million and $426 billion respectively. Japanese manufacturers predict that the importance of Communication Technology (ICT) and
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digital technology will triple in the next five years. The size of the Japanese government’s investment is unlikely to satisfy the needs of Japan’s struggling manufacturers.

Finally, cutting costs enough to allow for globally competitive prices is another challenge. Difficulties in lowering costs of production have resulted in the decline of Japanese manufacturers’ market share. Japanese companies have failed to meet the pricing needs of local customers and subsequently have lost to Chinese competitors who offer similar products at a lower price point. For example, on Alibaba’s platform in Myanmar, Midea (China) sells rice cookers for $15, Panasonic (Japan) for $26, and Hitachi (Japan) for $72. If Japan wants to be competitive in emerging markets, it must drastically reduce its costs to cater to lower-income consumers.

In sum, manufacturing accounts for 20% of Japan’s GDP, yet declining competitiveness in the global market and dependence on Chinese supply chains, indicate further difficulties for Japan’s manufacturing. The Chinese market is very competitive, and companies must differentiate themselves in areas such as pricing and quality to earn profits. China’s dominance at all supply chain levels, from raw material extraction to assembly lines, only assures China's greater lead in global manufacturing unless Japanese firms can make new technological breakthroughs. Reliance on Chinese supply chains could also worsen Japanese manufacturers’ situation. Policies that can holistically tackle these issues will benefit Japan in the long-term.

Economies of the Belt & Road Initiative

China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) presents some concerns for Japan’s economic interests in the Indo-Pacific region. Economists are concerned that China’s debt capacity might have reached its limit and that the BRI projects will put many other countries into heavy debt. The Chinese economy has grown astonishingly due to excessive debt and overinvestment. The government’s suppression of domestic consumption and overinvestment in manufacturing and other industries have created unsustainable supply-demand imbalances. Therefore, China strategically seeks to
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generate demand for Chinese companies and workers to rebalance its account through the BRI projects. Allegedly, many investments in China have failed to meet the requirements that “support future consumption and production capable of justifying the cost of the investment.”

Although former Prime Minister Abe and President Xi agreed to collaborate on infrastructure and the BRI in 2018, none of the joint project proposals have successfully convinced the Japanese government about its financial feasibility and productivity. Because the projects impose burdening debts on the participating countries, the expansion of China’s growth models might destabilize the markets Japanese companies strategically try to expand into, which would not be a desirable outcome for Japan. Therefore, the nature of the BRI as a demand and debt generator can create unfavorable market conditions in the Indo-Pacific region for Japanese firms, making expansion more difficult.

This apprehension is coupled with the weakening of the U.S.-dominant economic order in which Japan has thrived. The BRI may be used to spread the use of Chinese renminbi (RMB) digital currency to participating countries, which might challenge the acclaimed status of the yen in the current global regime. China’s experimentation with central bank digital currencies (CBDC) has been a major concern for Japan. The Chinese government has long eyed the possibilities of cyberspace, acting promptly to adopt a digital currency system. China’s RMB internationalization is progressing while the Japanese government was not successful in internationalizing the yen a decade ago due to its economic stagnation. As of 2019, the U.S. dollar-dominated cross-border transactions, followed by the Euro and Japanese yen (16.8%), and the use of RMB only accounted for 4.3%. Nonetheless, stronger economic ties between China and BRI countries could propel RMB to become the currency of choice for many BRI economies. The relatively strong yen, along with the U.S. dollar, has allowed Japan to sustain its very high government debt and attract significant foreign investment and trade. However, the rising use of RMB could hamper those privileges for Japan and challenge Japan’s role as a
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“promoter of rules” in the Indo-Pacific region.209

**Countering the Belt & Road Initiative**

While China seeks to gain influence through massive investments in the BRI, Japan is left to use multilateral economic approaches. There are two things that Japan may want to prioritize to advance its economic interests, taking into account the threats of the BRI and possible collaboration opportunities with China. Firstly, it is increasingly important for Japan to utilize multilateral institutions such as the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the Blue Dot Network (BDN), a 2019 initiative by Japan, the U.S., and Australia, which provides an assessment of infrastructure projects worldwide, to mobilize private capital and monitor projects’ financial sustainability.210 The Japanese government might reconsider working with China if it does not support sustainable financing according to those rules. Despite China’s generous financing, it is important to note that in the long-term, China’s growth will likely slow down and the BRI projects’ future debt levels could climb at a faster pace.211 Providing financially feasible and sustainable support to the nations in the Indo-Pacific region is a pragmatic way for Japan to effectively deal with China’s BRI.

Yet another challenge is Japan’s approaches to cooperation. As Japan called for cooperation in the frameworks of Partnership for Quality Infrastructure (PQI), BDN, and the Vientiane Declaration with allies, some foreign markets do not prefer the Japan-led Asian Development Bank and Washington Consensus approach. China has been pressuring countries such as Pakistan and Laos to follow the Chinese development path through the BRI. With Japan and China strongly pursuing their own strategies, there can be more market losses than benefits for Japan.212 As discussed earlier, the internationalization of RMB would be a major milestone for China to further shake the current economic order and reduce Japan’s existing power over the region. Nonetheless, an escalation of the major-power rivalry between Japan and China could be harmful to the region and suppress economic opportunities that would bring mutual benefits to
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It is advisable that Japan avoid this outcome when confronting China in the region.

The Japanese and Chinese governments demonstrate strong interests and assertions over their leadership in the region through infrastructure projects and financial-aid. Yet, all these projects require considerable commitment and holistic long-term risk management systems. If China overextends itself in projects with other nations, this could put the Japanese and neighboring economies at risk. Thus, it is important that Japan promptly act to protect its economic interests such as by promoting liberal and cooperative values in the region.

5G Networks

Tokyo’s plan to showcase its fully digitalized city with 5G networks at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics is unlikely to become a reality. Chinese companies Huawei and ZTE dominated the global telecommunication equipment market and sold their devices to Japan for building 5G networks until the U.S. banned their equipment exports in 2019. However, Huawei's export ban across the globe opened up a potential pathway for Japan to become a leading provider of 5G networks. The U.S. Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) put Huawei on their Entity List in 2019 to restrict business with the company. This restriction further applied to Japanese firms under the United States’ Extraterritorial Control. This hurt Huawei’s businesses across the globe. In the meantime, NTT and Rakuten decided to partner with NEC (Japan) to provide 5G services and now offer the world’s first fully virtualized, containerized, cloud-native 5G core network. This development makes it unnecessary to build physical hardware stations across Japan. Prime Minister Suga strongly encouraged the Japanese carriers to reduce the price of 5G services in Japan, and Rakuten successfully launched their service at less than half of the previous 5G service prices. Japan's 5G network market share is still small; however, recent moves by Japanese carriers give a positive prospect for their potential success.
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Vulnerabilities in the Cellular Networks

As Japanese 5G providers race other competitors to attain global patent rights in the absence of Huawei, the next 5G network leaders need to overcome some challenges that Huawei could not. The expectation for an alternative global model to Huawei requires competitive prices and sophisticated and trusted supply chain risk management systems. The exclusion of Huawei from global supply chains burdened some Japanese firms that used to rely on Huawei’s cost-effective products.\(^\text{218}\) The U.S. government threatened to halt its contracts with Japanese firms if they continued to work with Huawei. Not wanting to lose $1.5 trillion in contracts with the U.S., many Japanese communication companies such as Softbank had to find alternative supplies to achieve competitive market prices.\(^\text{219}\) This shift in suppliers required extra costs for these companies. Several large Japanese carriers heavily invested in the 5G network systems that required physical hardware construction across the country in the early years of 5G network implementation.\(^\text{220}\) Because of this, these early adopters such as KDDI need a significantly longer time to expand their physical network nationwide, which costs much more than their competitors' virtual cloud 5G network. Hence, there is a concern that the continuous expansive construction by these early adopters will hamper their efforts despite favorable conditions in the global 5G race.

Furthermore, the United States’ greatest concern about using Huawei was Internet Communication Technology (ICT) supply chain attacks. The U.S. intelligence committee believed Huawei’s production lines could undermine core U.S. national-security interests by committing cyber espionage and intellectual property (IP) infringement backed by the Chinese military.\(^\text{221}\) Because of the danger of ICT cyber-attacks on 5G network manufacturing, securing an efficient and resilient supply chain that can be trusted by global buyers is a primary
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objective. The Japanese government, therefore, should encourage Japanese telecommunication firms like NEC to compete globally and develop its 5G infrastructure capacities at a faster pace.

**Cybersecurity**

Cyberattacks and information leaks are common in Japan and the lack of a strategic cybersecurity defense system has taken a toll. Increased concerns regarding the safety of Japanese cybersecurity make it difficult for Japanese companies to attract foreign investments and execute smooth business operations. In the past decade, there have been increased cyberattacks against Japanese companies. Japan’s $18 billion defense businesses, such as Mitsubishi Heavy Industry and Kawasaki Heavy Industry, have become cybersecurity targets because of their sophisticated technologies. In 2020, Mitsubishi Electric’s intrusion protection server in China was exploited by a cyber attack. The infection in the network leaked confidential corporate documents and defense-related information from the Ministry of Defense. It is believed that two Chinese hacking groups, BlackTech and Tick, were involved. The information leaked from critical infrastructure builders undermined Japan and its allies’ defense efforts as China could potentially use stolen information to better prepare its defense forces. The Japanese government then implemented the United States’ security standards to its defense contractors to safeguard their data, but Japanese government agencies could potentially be targeted as well. The People’s Liberation Army (PLA)’s cyber attacking group called 61398 unit attacked Japan’s Pension Services local area network by a remote access Trojan called Emdivi, leaking over a million cases of personal information. Both the Japan Pension Service and the Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare acknowledged their systemic
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and technical unpreparedness for this kind of cyberattack. Admitting their lack of preparedness caused them to lose citizens’ and businesses’ trust. This event could also make Japan more vulnerable to future cyber attacks.

One more concern is that the planned 2021 Tokyo Olympics makes Japan more vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Cyberattacks targeting ordinary Japanese people have significantly increased in recent years. Reporting of phishing emails’ has increased from 1,713 cases in January 2019 to 32,171 cases in December 2020. The increased crime numbers due to rampant cyber attacks reduce trust in the nation’s security and expose Japan’s weakness in cyber defense infrastructure to the world. Cyberattacks thus not only threaten Japan’s national security but also disrupt business functions and services. The damaging side effect is that it greatly reduces Japan’s corporate competitiveness due to information breaches and loss from financial theft and fraud.

### Threats to Japanese Cybersecurity

To cope with these increasing cybercrimes, the Japanese government established the National Center of Incident Readiness and Strategy or Cyberspace (NISC) and the Basic Act on Cybersecurity in 2015. However, these cybersecurity countermeasures were a late start compared to other advanced nations. Therefore, Japan’s resilience against cyberattacks remains weak. Due to the Chinese government’s enormous resources and ability to use stolen intelligence for its political and economic purposes, China’s government-backed attacks are usually hard to detect and very damaging. Considering China's cybercrime numbers in the world and similar crime patterns found in identical industries, it is compelling enough to say that many uninvestigated crimes in Japan have been committed by Chinese hacking groups. The Chinese government grew its influence in global cyberspace, with the view that cyber warfare is a necessary way to enhance their international presence. As stated in the PLA’s operational planning, the Chinese government is willing to utilize cyber warfare to manipulate public opinion, evoke certain
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psychological reactions in the targeted population, and create desirable legal situations. Unlike Japan, China has prepared itself to execute cyberattacks at any time to ensure its survival in 21st-century global affairs.

Japan lacks important qualities necessary to improve its cybersecurity situation. First and foremost, the low level of cybersecurity, in general, is striking. The awareness of cybersecurity threats among Japanese government agencies and corporations is very low compared to other Western countries. Only 30% of the top executives in the Japanese corporations intervene or manage cybersecurity policies and strategies. With the lack of awareness in management groups, Japanese companies’ investment in cybersecurity remains insufficient. The government’s inadequate investment in cybersecurity damages its diplomatic and defense relations as well. Since Japan is allied with the U.S. and experiences increased tensions with China, it makes an attractive target to steal information from. Cyberattacks can greatly disturb Japan’s own defense operations in the region. However, Japan’s current level of cybersecurity spending fails to match the U.S. in its effort to respond to China’s cyber attacks. One cybersecurity expert argues in order to bilaterally cooperate with the U.S. in cybersecurity, Japan would need to increase its spending by tenfold. Considering the importance of cybersecurity in industry and defense, the Japanese government should consider increasing its investment in cybersecurity.

The second obstacle is the limited human capital in cybersecurity operations. There is an increasing demand for technicians who can work on cybersecurity issues. More than 86% of Japanese corporations expressed concerns about a lack of cybersecurity personnel. The shortfall is not only limited to corporations. The quantity of personnel assigned to cybersecurity by the Japanese government was less than one-tenth of what North Korea had in 2015. Limited legal infrastructure to control the situation is another concern for Japan. There is no strong investigatory agency that tracks cyber crime cases in Japan like the United States’ Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the UK’s Military Intelligence Section 5 (MI5). The existing investigatory teams such as the National Public Safety Commission, therefore, struggle to
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investigate cases immediately after cyberattacks. Most importantly, there is no obligation for companies to report a cybercrime to the government until 2022. Overall, a stronger cybersecurity system is crucial for Japan, potentially promising market growth of $150 billion by 2030. Japan’s unpreparedness for potential cyberattacks threatens not only its defense capabilities and credibility but also its economy.

**Intellectual Property Protection**

Intellectual property (IP) theft is not confined to cyberspace. While IP has tremendous value to the economy, earning Japanese firms $41.7 billion in 2017, China is notorious for stealing IP from numerous foreign corporations. Japan has witnessed an increasing volume of claims against Chinese companies for copyright issues especially in entertainment industries, such as manga and anime. It is commonplace for Chinese firms to sell goods depicting popular Japanese anime characters, such as Doraemon, without licensing, and to use similar trademarks that resemble existing Japanese ones. These cases are often very visible and usually, lawsuits follow. With the rising concerns of pirating digital productions amidst the quick transition to virtual platforms, it is necessary for the Japanese government to continuously tighten laws regarding IP protection.

There are also serious security and economic concerns in science and technology domains that the Japanese government should recognize. China established a strategic program called the Thousand Talents Plan in 2008 to recruit exceptional foreign talents such as entrepreneurs, young professionals, and other experts. Over a thousand Japanese students and scholars have been recruited through this program. China has built numerous foreign talent acquisition centers across the globe to establish communities to exchange research findings and expertise. However, there are likely IP theft and spying efforts involved in these programs since they are closely linked to China’s United Front Work, an intelligence agency working with the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). Several retired Japanese professors were invited to work
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on China’s research projects. For example, a 71-year-old Kyoto University emeritus professor taught until last year at the robotics research center of Beijing Institute of Technology, which is believed to have close ties to the Chinese military's weapons development. This type of IP stealing is rarely recognized in Japan because it is not largely discussed in public. As IP plays a crucial role in the Japanese economy, it requires comprehensive protection from the government to prevent any loss.

A Greater Need for Intellectual Property Protection

While China pledges to enhance IP protection and transparency in governmental operations, Japan also lacks critical legal enforcement in global IP dealings. The Intellectual Property Strategic Program of 2020 issued by Japan’s IP Strategy Headquarters only functions to educate stakeholders about IP issues through seminars and international forums discussing possible solutions. The role of the headquarters remains weak in enforcement power; thus, it will be difficult to tackle emerging issues in both the digital and physical dimensions in the foreseeable future. The most pressing issue for Japan's IP protection is the lack of investigative capacity. This makes potential theft cases hard to detect and subsequently hard to prosecute legally. An intelligence agency that can closely monitor Chinese suspects and public data centers would be an important supplement to Japan’s IP Strategy Headquarters’ agendas. As China has been increasingly interested in leading global patent competition, in which Japan, the U.S., and the European Union currently dominate, and accelerating talent acquisition across the globe, it is in Japan’s interest to protect its IPs and foster innovation going forward.

Conclusion

Over the last couple of decades, Japan’s economy has managed to sustain gradual growth due to the rapid growth of the Chinese market. However, it is not sustainable to continuously rely on the Chinese market because of increasing cybercrime and IP infringement. To counter these threats
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and secure the long-term competitiveness of Japanese companies, Japan needs a strong initiative to promote technological innovation and digitalization in the private sector. Researching and embracing new technology is especially critical for the manufacturing and communication industries. Strengthened industries would enhance Japan’s position in the Indo-Pacific region and allow them to confront China’s BRI. Cybersecurity and IP protection are critical in accelerating technological innovation as well as boosting customer and investor confidence. By addressing these issues holistically with a long-term perspective, Japan would benefit from improved productivity and greater competitiveness in the Indo-Pacific region. Proper preparation is essential for Japan’s future prosperity and a healthy economic relationship with China.
Chapter 6:
Japan-United States Economic Relations Through Case Studies

The economic relationship between Japan and the U.S. is the cornerstone of Japan's economy. One of the most effective ways that Japan can strengthen its relationship with the U.S. and keep them as an economic and security partner is by focusing on changes that the U.S. wants. As of 2019, Japan is the 4th largest trade partner to the United States, accounting for $74.7 billion in exports from the U.S. to Japan, and $143.6 billion in exports from Japan to the U.S.\textsuperscript{248}


Japan’s focus with the United States should be to work on growing and maintaining this economic relationship through the industries and services that are most important. Japan should focus on its automotive and auto parts industry, agricultural industry, medical industry, and machinery industry. The two countries’ economic relationship is as strong as it has ever been, but Japan should not be complacent and continue to work on making the economic relationship with the United States even stronger.

**Automotive Industry**

The United States’ top imports from Japan are autos and auto parts, with auto imports from Japan in 2019 worth $49 billion. Furthermore, in 2019, Japan’s automotive industry manufactured a total of 3.53 million cars in the U.S., employing more than 170,000 American workers. With Japan’s success in the American automotive market, it would be in Japan’s best interest to continue to build more factories in the United States. Japanese automotive companies have already begun to do this. For example, Japan’s largest car company, Toyota, plans to invest $13 billion into their United States operations by 2021. Investing more in the U.S. helps Japanese automakers expand their market share while also providing Americans with jobs. This is a win-win strategy.

Another opportunity for growth for Japan’s economic relationship with the U.S. within the automotive industry is the development of electric and hybrid vehicles. In 2018, Japan’s automotive companies collectively manufactured about 27,000 electric vehicles and 1.4 million hybrid vehicles, numbers that have continued to increase over the past few years. Another area of growth is the development of autonomous technologies in Japanese vehicles. In 2019, Nissan developed a model of the Serena that had level 2 autonomous vehicle technology, allowing for features such as advanced driver assistance. These new developments provide great
opportunities for U.S. technological suppliers to work with Japanese car companies. Since several Japanese car companies’ factories are located in the U.S., it makes it easier to work on these new vehicles together. By working together, U.S. firms can provide technology and Japanese automotive companies can use their manufacturing skills to develop these new vehicles more efficiently.

The most significant concern for the United States is the large trade deficit with Japan, which they want to decrease. This desire was displayed in 2019 when Donald Trump and the U.S. Department of Commerce under Section 232 of the Expansion Act of 1962 deemed imported motor vehicles and their parts (aluminum and steel) a threat to the United States’ national security. Specifically, to decrease the trade deficit, the U.S. wanted to restrict the number of Japanese automobile exports to the U.S. and increase the number of automobile exports Japan takes in from the U.S. There were even talks of possibly increasing tariffs on Japanese autos. However, this ultimately proved to be just a threat and the existing 2.5% tariff on Japanese autos and parts still remains. Even though Japan did not face significant, negative action from the U.S., Japan should continue to try to find ways to alleviate some of this trade imbalance to satisfy U.S. demands.

**Agriculture Industry**

One of the key markets that Japan could open up further for the U.S. is agriculture. In 2019, the U.S. exported $12 billion of agricultural products to Japan, while importing $767 million of agricultural products from Japan. However, in the same year, U.S. agricultural exports to Japan declined by 7%, which is one of the reasons that led the U.S. and Japan to sign the U.S.-Japan Trade Agreement (USJTA) in October 2019. One of the main focuses of the USJTA was to help the United States gain access to Japan’s agricultural markets. Under the USJTA, the United States eliminated or reduced 241 tariffs on industrial goods and agricultural products.
In return, Japan reduced or eliminated tariffs on about 600 agricultural tariff lines and expanded preferential tariff-rate quotas for a limited number of U.S. products. More specifically, Japan’s beef tariff was reduced from 38.5% to 26.6%, the poultry tariff from 11.9% to 7.9%, the apple tariff from 17% to 11.4%, the cherry tariff from 8.5% to 3.4%, and most vegetables, nuts, and other fruits became tariff-free. In addition, for U.S. wheat and wheat products, the USJTA reduced the mark-up on these products to match that set for Japan’s Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) partners. On top of reducing tariffs and the U.S.-Japan trade deficit, this agreement makes it easier for American farmers and ranchers to sell their products to Japan. American agricultural exporters were put at a disadvantage in the Japanese market when the U.S. withdrew from the TPP because Japan had enacted other trade agreements with CPTPP members. This decision by Japan to open up its agricultural market to the U.S. producers pleased the U.S. In many ways, this showed Japan’s reciprocity for the U.S. allowing its automakers to have a large share of the U.S. market.

The Japanese government did receive backlash from their farmers and ranchers who did not want this agreement because they feared the foreign competition would harm their own agricultural market. However, this agreement is benefiting Japan’s overall economy by creating a $14.4 billion reduction in tariffs on Japan-U.S. bilateral trade. This is a win-win strategy.

**Medical Industry**

Japan’s medical industry market is very attractive to the U.S. because it is the second-largest market for pharmaceuticals and medical devices in the United States. In 2019, Japan imported $7 billion in medical instruments from the U.S. and exported $7 billion in medical instruments.
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and $4.3 billion in pharmaceuticals to the United States.\(^{267}\) However, in 2018, a key moment that shaped the Japan-U.S. relationship in terms of medical supplies and pharmaceuticals occurred. In 2018, to help reduce their trade deficit with Japan, the United States pushed Japan for clearer pharmaceutical standards and full market access for U.S. medical companies and products.\(^{268}\) Japan responded by reforming their pharmaceutical industry by using health technology assessment (HTA) as a way to give more clarity to future drug pricing as well as new technologies that were to be introduced into the industry.\(^{269}\) By listening and adhering to the wants of the U.S., Japan has been able to identify issues within their pharmaceutical industry and innovate to resolve them, creating a win-win partnership.

U.S. medical companies are also following Japan’s recent policies toward this sector. The Japanese government began the second phase of its five-year health and medical strategy on March 27, 2020.\(^{270}\) This strategy was originally introduced in July 2014 as a part of Prime Minister Abe’s economic revitalization strategy, to promote research and development (R&D) within the medical and pharmaceutical industries, and create new industries to help extend “health and life expectancy” among the Japanese people.\(^{271}\) Even though this strategy’s focus was on developing Japan’s medical field, it gave U.S. companies insight into potential opportunities within Japan’s medical and pharmaceutical market.\(^{272}\) Japan should allow the United States’ medical companies to be a part of the creation of new industries to extend life expectancy. This strengthens Japan’s economic relationship with the U.S. showing there are many win-win economic opportunities.

One possible issue that Japan may have to address with the United States is that in May 2020, the Japanese government put restrictions on their pharmaceutical and medical industry by requiring some foreign investors to report if they plan to buy more than a 1% stake in a firm
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instead of the previous limit of 10%. This major change was in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. Japan wanted to protect its companies from being taken advantage of by foreign investors who might be looking for an opportunity to exploit Japanese companies while they were weakened. For example, in April 2020 a Japanese company called Fujifilm Holdings gained a lot of attention for their anti-flu drug Avigan because it was being tested as a possible treatment for Covid-19. By protecting these types of companies, Japan also aimed to maintain a stable supply of medical equipment during a time when demand for it was high all over the world. As the vaccines roll out and Japanese businesses start to regain financial stability, the FDI restriction should be changed back from 1% to the original 10%. It is important for Japan to start allowing U.S. companies to invest again without these restrictions so that the U.S. can start capitalizing on opportunities in Japan’s medical industry. If the Japanese government does not change this back to what it was, the U.S. might be tempted to do the same to Japanese companies that want to invest in U.S. companies.

Machinery Industry

Japan’s machinery industry and its products are very important to the U.S.-Japan economic relationship because these two countries are two of the top five machinery makers in the world, accounting for 9.6% and 10% of the global machinery equipment respectively. Japan is one of the top three machinery exporters to the U.S. Japan exported $34 billion in machinery and $17 billion in electrical machinery to the United States, while the United States exported $7 billion in machinery and $4.6 billion in electrical machinery to Japan. This trade is beneficial to both countries, but Japan should be aware that there is a large trade imbalance in machinery, with Japan enjoying a huge surplus.
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One issue is that U.S. machinery exports to Japan are decreasing while Japan is increasing its machinery exports to the United States. Between 2018 to 2019, there was an increase of $1.7 billion in machinery exports from Japan to the United States, but the United States machinery exports to Japan fell by $1.2 billion. For example, one of the most important and valuable products that Japan and the U.S. trade with one another is semiconductor manufacturing equipment. Between 2018 and 2019 semiconductor manufacturing equipment exports from Japan to the U.S. rose by $1.6 billion, while U.S. sales to Japan and Korea declined about $2 billion. While it is great for Japan’s economy to have such a dominant advantage in supplying semiconductor manufacturing equipment, it may be hindering the economic relationship between the United States and Japan. It may be best for Japan to look at what they can import more from the U.S. as a way of balancing out their overall trade.

Japan has been able to do this by being one of the top importers of U.S. aerospace and defense equipment. Back in 2012, Japan hosted one of the largest aerospace trade shows that led to five U.S. companies achieving $3 million in sales and partnerships. Opportunities like this are what allow Japanese companies, such as Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, to partner with American companies, such as Lockheed Martin and Raytheon, to build defense products such as missiles or airplanes. Japan should continue to import U.S. military equipment as well as collaborate with U.S. companies to build defense products because it is mutually beneficial. Building a strong relationship in this industry also helps the U.S. better defend Japan.

Conclusion

Japan and the United States’ current relationship may be the best it has ever been. Not only do Japan and the U.S. have a strong security alliance, but their economic relationship is also mutually beneficial. There are very few serious problems between the two when it comes to their economic relationship. Part of it may be due to the rise of China, but Japan has also done its part to satisfy the United States’ demands for more access to the Japanese market and more Japanese investment in factories in the U.S. As important as it is for Japan to build up their own economy,
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one of Japan’s main focuses should always be on maintaining and building a stronger economic relationship with the United States. There are some issues that Japan needs to address to please the United States, but overall, they have done well in creating a strong economic partnership. Japan should continue down this path because having the world’s greatest military and the economic country as an ally is extremely valuable for Japan’s future.
Chapter 7: Evolving Issues

In addition to the high profile issues surrounding Japan’s economic and security concerns with the U.S. and China outlined in the previous chapters, there are many emerging issues and topics that the Japanese government needs to think about in considering their relationships with the U.S. and China. These include climate change and global health, matters of nuclear nonproliferation, China’s issues with human rights, and continuing issues of history and war memories between Japan and China. These matters pose a range of concerns for Japan’s future economic and national security relations with the U.S. and China. They deserve the attention of the Japanese government due to both the additional challenges they create and the new opportunities they present for cooperation between and amongst Japan, the U.S., and China.

Areas of Cooperation: Climate Change, Global Health, and Nonproliferation

There are a few specific areas that offer Japan opportunities for cooperation with the U.S. and China. One of these is the climate crisis, one of the most pressing concerns of today. It is an issue that poses a significant danger to economies and national security worldwide, leaving no country unimpacted. Japan will feel the consequences of climate change acutely, with the country already experiencing worsening agricultural yields, a decline in the seafood industry, and increasingly common natural disasters. Furthermore, climate change will bring about more frequent global health emergencies, with COVID-19 acting as the first occurrence of what many scientists have suggested could be a new normal. Such issues related to climate change will require a more efficient and comprehensive international response to minimize damage. As a result, the climate crisis poses a common goal amongst Japan, the U.S., and China. As both the U.S. and China are two of the largest contributors to global carbon dioxide emissions, the Japanese government is perceived to be in a position between the U.S. and China that allows it to encourage, on the grounds of both the global economy and international security, multilateralism regarding the climate crisis that will benefit Japan.
With its current aims, the Japanese government could find that Japan’s interests align with China’s and the United States’ climate approaches, turning climate change action into an avenue for expanding Japan’s security and economic interests. Prime Minister Suga refers to his own environmental strategy as building a “virtuous cycle of economy and environment as a pillar of [Japan’s] growth strategy.” To achieve carbon-neutrality by 2050 the Ministry of Environment has begun working more closely with Japanese businesses and the Keidanren to develop economic incentives for achieving lower emissions. Furthermore, in developing Japan’s exports of climate change-conscious services, Prime Minister Suga has focused on investing more into renewable technology and infrastructure abroad, such as expanding Japan’s presence in low-carbon foreign investment systems and funds like the Joint Crediting Mechanism and the Green Climate Fund and contributing financially in investment projects.
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with the Development Bank of Japan. This approach is not too different from China’s and the United States’ with its intention to incorporate environmentalism into economic policies.

China’s current climate policies complement Japan’s in their intertwining of environmental and economic policies. Some of the goals they have outlined are reaching peak CO₂ emissions by 2030 and increasing the share of non-fossil fuels in primary energy to 20% by 2030. These goals are aligned with the country’s Made in China 2025 Plan and 14th Five Year Plan and rely on the technology and materials that come from the former - such as batteries for electric vehicles - as well as the environmental policies of the latter - such as the targets to reduce coal and establish emissions standards for power plants. China is already a world leader in investing in and producing renewable energy technology both domestically and abroad. The president of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) recently stated that they have plans to have renewable energy and low-carbon projects make up at least half of their financing approvals by 2025. It should be noted that despite its goals and commitments to low-carbon policy and infrastructure, China still heavily develops coal resources and plants, oftentimes of low quality, both domestically and abroad through the BRI. This could be an area of contention in its foreign policy, as China’s climate policies receive significant attention due to its impact on emissions and overall influence in the renewable and low-carbon industry. However, China’s focus on expanding its low-carbon investments and technologies could function to expand demand for these services and provide Japan greater opportunities to enter into the renewable market through infrastructure investments and exporting technology.

The U.S. under President Biden’s leadership has so far shown a significant redirection on its climate policy from that set by the Trump administration, one the Japanese government will
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find more open to collaboration. Already, President Biden has led the U.S. to rejoin the Paris Agreement and voiced his intention to set the U.S. on a path towards carbon-neutrality by 2050. In many ways, Biden’s vision has been directly opposite of Trump’s, with a focus on developing and creating new jobs in the U.S. renewable energy sector, protecting the country’s natural resources, and protecting scientists from political bias. Similar to Prime Minister Suga, he has stated a desire to incorporate climate policies and goals into every facet of the government, reducing the emissions from federal agencies and bringing the topic of climate change comprehensively into policy discussions in an aim to rebuild the U.S. as a global leader on climate action. Like Japan and China, the U.S. Special Presidential Envoy for Climate, John Kerry, has talked of establishing bilateral trade agreements to open up foreign countries to American investments in clean energy projects and discourage the use of coal abroad. This will draw the U.S. deeper into the same renewable energy and technology markets that the Japanese government is working to expand its presence in.

While President Biden has established clear efforts and goals thus far, the U.S. is still playing catch-up. With the number of climate setbacks caused by Trump, along with the United States’ divided politics surrounding climate change, the U.S. is not in the strongest position to move steadily forward on climate policy. While President Biden can move forward on some efforts, like his recent backing out of contracts for the Keystone XL Pipeline and reenlisting natural areas as protected, on many other fronts the U.S. will potentially have to wait years to make improvements. At the same time, despite more being asked of it, the United States’ Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has fewer resources to work with in implementing the government’s proposals. The U.S. is currently looking for ways to expand its place on the
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global climate stage and in the renewable energy and technology markets while simultaneously combating an adverse domestic environment. The Japanese government can see this as an opportunity to encourage the U.S. to collaborate with Japan and China on climate policy, supporting trade and investment in a low-carbon technology with Japan, and pursuing multilateral emissions standards with Japan and China.

Another area that the Japanese government can see as an avenue for cooperation in global health. Scientists have expected global health to become a greater issue for years due to climate change and increased global interconnection, and COVID-19 has been a defining catalyst for putting global health into political focus. Japan’s economy suffered significantly in 2020 and is expected to continue to falter in 2021, offering just a small example of the critical importance of global health cooperation. President Biden and Secretary of State Blinken have already suggested the United States’ willingness to cooperate with China on both climate and global health matters, noting an interest in developing systems that allow faster sharing and greater transparency of global health information. In response, China has agreed they are willing, but that the U.S. must first back down in its involvement in Beijing’s “domestic affairs,” such as its recent pushback against China’s human rights violations. Furthermore, the U.S. has noted concern over China’s lack of transparency during the COVID-19 crisis. Consequently, there are hurdles to overcome in working towards collaboration, particularly that which joins the U.S. and China. However, for the U.S., which is so far behind in taking a place on the global climate stage, entering the low-carbon economy, and which has been heavily hit by the COVID-19 pandemic, reconnecting with both Japan and China on issues of climate change and global health needs to come sooner rather than later. As a result, the U.S. may be more willing now than ever before to respond to calls from the Japanese government to be involved in international cooperation efforts in this area, particularly with China. The convergence of interests that climate change and global health create between Japan, the U.S., and China offers the Japanese
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government a position to cooperate with both countries, advancing its security interests and helping secure a role in newly emerging markets.

The final area of cooperation noted here is the pursuit of nuclear nonproliferation. For many reasons, from domestic politics to security concerns, Japan is invested in reducing the presence and production of nuclear arms. Countries like North Korea are of immediate concern in this area, not just to Japan but to the U.S. as well. The nuclear posturing between the U.S. and China seems unlikely to die down soon, and while this means that disarmament is unlikely among these major countries, the U.S. is increasingly wary of the spread of nuclear weapons to other countries, like North Korea. With a joint interest in reducing the spread of nuclear weapons, Japan may find success in gaining U.S. support for reasonable and concrete nonproliferation efforts, similar to those proposed in the Fissile Material Cut-Off Treaty (FMCT).

In considering the risks and opportunities that climate change, global health, and nuclear nonproliferation will present to Japan regarding its relationship with the U.S. and China, there are two risks and five opportunities. In attempting to collaborate with two global superpowers, Japan could risk getting caught between the two and losing out on its own interests. For instance, U.S. and China cooperation on climate policy and emissions standards could drag Japan into altering its own decarbonization plans and result in calls for them to cut back emissions more severely. Japan could furthermore risk wasting its efforts of bringing the two countries together, achieving only getting themselves caught in a political crossfire. However, successfully engaging both the U.S. and China in a multilateral climate and health-focused relationship would not only serve to help defend Japan from potentially catastrophic climate impacts, but it would also give Japan a forum through which to work on stabilizing relations between the two and its position in the middle. Furthermore, focusing on developing green technology could open up new markets for Japan, domestically and abroad, and focusing on renewable energy could further benefit Japan’s position by increasing its energy security and independence. Lastly, gaining U.S. support
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in nonproliferation efforts could advance progress in Japan’s efforts to reduce nuclear weapons and bolster national security.

**Caught in the Middle: Human Rights**

China’s questionable track record surrounding human rights has emerged in recent years as another significant factor in foreign policy, spanning controversies from Beijing’s response to the democratic protests in Hong Kong to the establishment of mass surveillance systems. One issue of particular importance to the Japanese government is the situation surrounding the mass internment of Uyghur minorities in China’s Xinjiang province, a situation in which the Chinese government continues to deny the existence of oppression and forced labor. International action against China’s treatment of Uyghur individuals beyond symbolic words has been slow, inconsistent, and accompanied by many challenges. However, the past six months have seen greater efforts in the West. Should the West continue to press China over its human rights abuses, Japan will likely have to be prepared to choose a side.

Of Western countries, the U.S. has been the most vocal about the Uyghur situation. Before Trump’s departure, former Secretary of State Pompeo publicly described China’s treatment of Uyghurs as a “genocide,” with which Blinken agreed and which Biden also stated in August 2019. The U.S. first took legal action in 2019 with the Uyghur Human Rights Policy Act, which was later amended in the summer of 2020. The law builds a legal framework for banning economic transactions between companies and individuals in the Xinjiang region believed to be connected with using forced Uyghur labor. The law recently enabled Washington to ban imports of cotton and tomatoes from the Xinjiang area, with the equivalent of millions of dollars’ worth of shipments already having been detained. The U.S. government has received considerable backlash against the law and has run into difficulties upholding it. Logistically it is difficult for companies to trace their supply chains and thus difficult to enforce the law. Additionally, many large American corporations have suppliers in Xinjiang, leading to a
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backlash by such entities. Furthermore, China has been clear that the involvement of the U.S. and other Western countries in Beijing’s “domestic affairs” will not be tolerated, ensuring that other U.S.-China ventures such as those in climate cooperation will not be pursued until the U.S. backs off. In this way, China is using other U.S. priorities to push the United States’ hand on this issue. As of the present time, Biden has not indicated any intention to back down from the United States’ current policy regarding the Uyghur situation, which may add further pressure to the international community to act. The Japanese government should not only recognize the significance of the United States’ actions on the U.S.-China relationship and ability to cooperate in the future but should also predict a similar outcome to the United States’ should Japan end up condemning China and pushing economic sanctions.

Despite the United States’ efforts, multilateral action overseas has been scattered and less concrete. Whether or not Japan gets drawn into the human rights conflict with China will likely depend on whether Western countries outside of the U.S. commit to multilateral action against China. Europe’s response has been slower and less strict than the U.S., but despite a lack of concrete action there is increasing pressure among governments to make a move. The UK continues to freely do business with China, but recently proposed the idea of a Genocide Amendment to its Trade Bill. The amendment would have enabled them to cease trade with other countries based on human rights violations and genocide. The bill passed with large support in the House of Lords but was narrowly rejected in the House of Commons due to the opposition amongst conservatives, who see the economic importance of China to the UK’s economy. The EU, on the other hand, adopted a global human rights sanctions regime in December 2020. This framework enables the EU to restrict trade and freeze funds of individuals and entities that are dictated to be associated with serious human rights violations. The significance of this framework, however, is weakened by the EU’s signing of a trade deal with China later the same month the system was put in place. The investment agreement acknowledges the important role
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China is playing in opening up markets and technologies – especially sustainable technologies – to EU companies and investors and is supposed to open up China more to investment from the EU by forcing greater transparency and access. Accordingly, it is uncertain how far these countries will be willing to advance their political aims with their economic aims on the line. The call to take a stand for global human rights is gaining momentum in the foreign policy arena, but the action is combatted by economic ties and China’s unwillingness to move forward on other fronts when confronted with its human rights issues. How the West and China move forward will carry significant impacts on the global community and how the Japanese government will likely have to approach climate cooperation and global human rights.

Without considerable effort, follow-through, and multilateralism on the part of the global community, the current sanctions the U.S. has imposed on some specific Chinese companies and government officials could do little more than worsen already precarious relations with China. This could make Japan’s position between the two more precarious. Furthermore, there is a possibility that Japan will have to pick a side if the global community does follow through on pressuring China regarding its treatment of Uyghurs. In this situation, if Japan does not fall in line with the West in denouncing China and establishing economic sanctions against them, they could risk appearing too China-friendly and weaken U.S. support for Japan; but at the same time, if they do apply sanctions, it could hurt Japanese businesses in China and hurt Japan’s position in the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). In this way, its role among liberal democracies and in the Indo-Pacific economy are at odds. The Japanese government will need to be cautious about how it navigates its relationship with China and the U.S. in light of the international backlash against China’s human rights track record and the importance of other ventures like economic ties and climate cooperation.

**Areas in Which to Act: History and War Memories**

Tensions stemming from Japan’s actions in China during WWII have long been a defining component of the Japan-China dynamic. In line with “hot economics, cold politics” is the continually antagonistic relationship that results from the directly conflicting roles that war memories play politically in each country. Japan has frequently been asked to apologize for its
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actions during the war and its modern-day controversies, to which the reaction is often having a single politician offer vague words of regret rather than a comprehensive and definitive response. Although Japan may be tired of having the past constantly held over its heads, memories of the war are still powerful in China. Within its domestic politics, the Chinese government actively uses war memory propaganda through its education, media, and public landmarks in order to portray China as victims and Japan as a national enemy. As a result, China revolts when they feel Japan acts in a way that does not respect or take responsibility for its role in the war. Two particular controversies where Japan continually causes unnecessary strife are Japan’s representation of history in education and the visitation of public officials to Yasukuni Shrine. Even if China’s reluctance to move on is the result of using memories of the war as a political tool, the best course of action for the Japanese government would be to make long-standing public efforts to illustrate that it is not forgetting about the past. There are several things that the Japanese government could do to help repair the wounds of the war, and unlike many efforts surrounding Japan-China relations, these are simple areas that do not cost millions of dollars to fix and could have significant impacts in the long run.

An area of repeated conflict is Japan’s war history education. China and South Korea have both voiced concerns that Japan’s textbooks whitewash Japan’s actions during the war. Notably, China’s education system goes in-depth into the trauma endured by the country at the hands of the Japanese, without mentioning domestic issues such as the suffering the country went through at the hands of Mao, causing children to grow up with a view of Japan as being oppressors and prone to militarism and China as being a victim of outside forces. On the other hand, Japan’s war history education is less direct and vocal about Japan’s actions in the war. In recent years, the most radical far-right textbooks have sought to “revise” history and deny facts like the Nanjing Massacre; and while few school districts employ these radical textbooks, the fact that they can pass the government’s standards is a concern. Japan often highlights its own victimhood and emphasizes the importance of pacifism without at the same time recognizing its
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aggression, as seen in the content of war museums like those in Hiroshima and Nagasaki that children often visit for school trips. As a result, many Japanese children grow up with a distorted understanding of the war and do not recognize its significance to the modern-day, resulting in younger generations viewing China’s aggression as misplaced and frustrating, not understanding the full context. China and South Korea both have vocalized worry that the current system reveals Japan as forgetting or moving on from the past. The Japanese government should recognize that even though China’s own historical education is distorted and the Chinese government’s antagonism is largely political, the portrayal of Japan that the Japanese education system gives also does not tell a complete story, a fact that, among other things, functions to give validity to both China and South Korea’s claims.

Another important issue that causes tensions with China, South Korea, and the U.S. is the recurring visit of Japanese public officials to Yasukuni Shrine. Since 1978, when under new eligibility rules convicted war criminals became enshrined there, visits of Japanese officials to the shrine have been met by large-scale protests from both China and South Korea. Statements from the Chinese and South Korean governments about these visits highlight their anger and frustration, and the sentiment that these visits reflect Japan embracing its imperialist and militaristic past. This has not only impacted Japan’s relationship with China but also with the U.S. When Prime Minister Abe visited the shrine on December 26, 2013, the U.S. reached out with a statement expressing their disappointment in Abe’s choice, noting that the action would only exacerbate existing tensions with China. To the U.S., for whom the security alliance requires coming to Japan’s defense should China choose to attack, the choice of Japanese officials to visit the shrine damages their trust in Japan and goes against Japan’s responsibility as an ally. Abe later released a statement expressing his intentions to honor Japan’s war dead and
post-war pacifism and apologizing for upsetting China and South Korea.\textsuperscript{319} Still, officials continue to visit Yasukuni Shrine despite knowing the controversy it creates each time, with Abe visiting again before leaving office in 2020.\textsuperscript{320} The shrine may fulfill domestic political purposes for the Japanese government, but the damage it causes in international relations is not balanced out by the domestic political benefits. The Japanese government would do well to motivate their actions moving forward on the reality that Yasukuni Shrine has and will continue to not be the best place to use as their political stage.

If the Japanese government were to not take action towards resolving these issues, then the current status quo of history and war memories harming Japan-China relations would likely remain the same, a situation that continually degrades Japan’s foreign relations. However, if the Japanese government were to express a clear and comprehensive effort in reconciling with its past, this may help develop more trust with both China and the United States. Through concrete actions such as textbook reforms which accurately reflect Japan’s actions during WWII, as well as stopping the tradition of visiting Yasukuni Shrine, Japan may be able to express the sincerity of its apology. The Chinese government may never change its position on painting Japan as an enemy, but improving its image among the Chinese public and giving itself credibility will be a major asset to Japan in the long run.

\textbf{Conclusion}

The issues outlined here are some of the most important ones that Japan faces in navigating its relationship with the U.S. and China. Areas like climate change, global health, and nuclear proliferation can be seen as opportunities for multilateral cooperation, while others like human rights and issues of history are sensitive and require Japan to proceed with caution. All of them must be considered in debating how Japan can best navigate its precarious situation while adhering to its own interests.

Chapter 8: Options for the Japanese Government to Consider

The goal of this chapter is to offer potential courses of action for the Japanese government to consider based on the information articulated in the aforementioned chapters. It is to be emphasized that the options provided in this chapter are not necessarily recommendations. Moreover, whereas the earlier portions of this report focused on specific bilateral relationships and conflicts, this chapter will take the risks and opportunities pertinent to all three powers into account, providing a holistic study of the potential paths that lie before the Japanese government. This chapter will provide three options for the Japanese government and will conclude with a wider analysis of the precarious multilateral situation in the Indo-Pacific.

Option 1: Strengthen and Expand the U.S.-Japanese Alliance

The Japanese government can respond to increasing Chinese military aggression by reinvesting in the U.S.-Japan security alliance, increasing bilateral cooperation, and expanding the scope of the alliance’s role in the Indo-Pacific region. This option would include actions such as an increase of American military personnel on Okinawa and the Japanese mainland, the opening of Japanese harbors to accommodate the United States’ “60/40” fleet shift to the Pacific, housing greater numbers of missile defense and radar systems in and around Japan, and more comprehensive, binding bilateral defense treaties and security guidelines with the United States.\(^{321}\) This might include joint military exercises in strategic hot spots of the Indo-Pacific theater, such as the Taiwan Strait, the Strait of Malacca, the South China Sea, the Sea of Japan, and the Senkaku Islands.\(^{322}\) These measures would supplement the Japanese defense apparatus and increase overall security in the Indo-Pacific. China is well aware that it still cannot compete with the U.S. military. An increased American presence would deter Beijing from engaging in
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aggressive military actions, open conflict with the world’s most sophisticated military force being far too great a risk.323

Though a stronger American presence would bolster Japan’s short-term defense, the Japanese government must recognize that the United States is no longer the superpower that it once was. Washington has overextended itself in recent decades through interventionism and foreign adventurism has led to a massive increase in the country’s public debt. Furthermore, the unpredictable presidency of Donald Trump has shown that American security assurance is no longer guaranteed.324 Though the Biden administration is expected to attempt to repair the diplomatic damage inherited from its predecessor, Japan cannot solely rely on the United States for defense and security as it did in the past. To prepare for this reality, Japan would need to take drastic measures to increase its military capacity. This includes radically upgrading the air, sea, and land capabilities of the Japan Self-Defense Forces (JSDF) in terms of equipment, training, and the number of personnel. Japan must be able to adequately face Chinese aggression in the areas most pertinent to the country’s national security, namely the Senkaku Islands and the Korean peninsula. The Biden administration would likely welcome this development as it would be consistent with nearly three decades of American requests to Japan to increase burden-sharing in the Indo-Pacific.325 The United States would be able to focus on wider regional issues, such as China’s incursions in the South China Sea and border conflicts with India.326

Advantages
The advantages of this option are manifold. Firstly, this approach will give Japan ample time to build up its own defense forces and focus on areas that are of immediate concern to Japanese national security. The United States would be able to handle wider regional issues, such as Taiwan and the South China Sea, while Japan could focus on issues pertinent to their national

security, especially the Senkaku Islands. Greater American guidance and coordination would help Japanese military officials and leaders craft a more effective national security strategy. Furthermore, an incremental approach would win more public support compared to a dramatic overhaul of the security apparatus, which would surely incite mass protest from Japan’s largely pacifist society.

This option would signal Japan’s full commitment to the Western liberal world order, which would win the country greater international support, especially from the West. This could result in greater trading privileges in Europe, Canada, Australia, and of course, the United States. Furthermore, this could eventually lead to Japan being integrated into multilateral security organizations, such as the Five Eyes Agreement. In addition to this, increased American support would give Japan added diplomatic authority in the region, potentially enhancing its ability to effectively push pro-Japan policy within multilateral institutions in the Indo-Pacific.

Disadvantages

In choosing this option, the Japanese government would likely incur immediate retaliation from China. Even the slightest reinforcement of the U.S.-Japan alliance sends Beijing into a frenzy; this option would prove no different. Tokyo and Washington would need to have contingencies in place well in advance of cementing this policy change, as the situation in the Indo-Pacific is so fragile that the slightest provocation could have dire consequences for the region. China would be able to express its displeasure in a variety of ways, especially via economic, military, and diplomatic means.

Militarily, China could immediately begin to exacerbate territorial contentions with Japan. This could include actions such as greater numbers of Chinese vessels infringing on the Senkaku Islands, conducting intimidating naval exercises in the South China Sea, potentially with U.S. foes such as Russia and Iran, and tacitly encouraging North Korea to begin testing ballistic missiles over the Japanese mainland. These measures would not be limited to Japan; China could potentially engage in a series of provocative actions against Taiwan, South Korea,
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the Philippines, and India in an attempt to weaken the United States’ greater position in the Indo-Pacific. These actions might be taken immediately to avoid a forceful response from the newly cemented alliance. That being said, China can be expected to do everything within its power to make Japan aware of the consequences of growing even closer to the United States.

Economically, Beijing could easily disrupt its status as Japan’s largest export market by restricting and limiting imports from the country. This might include the imposition of tariffs on Japanese goods, placing restrictive policies on foreign direct investment (FDI) in the country, forcing Japanese companies to relinquish technology and research, aggressive theft of intellectual property, and curtailing Chinese exports to Japan. Additionally, China could reignite extensive media coverage of Japanese atrocities from the Second World War, fomenting massive anti-Japanese protests and subsequent boycotts. Such tactics have worked in the past and would be cheap, effective countermeasures for Beijing to pursue.\footnote{Becker, Kurt L. "Mutually Assured Destruction." \textit{Scientific American} 308, no. 4 (2013): 8. Accessed January 30, 2021. http://www.jstor.org.offcampus.lib.washington.edu/stable/26018041.} China could also opt to exclude Japan from key multilateral economic projects and advocate for anti-Japanese policies in global bodies and institutions, isolating a key part of the Japanese economy.

Despite ostensibly greater oversight from the United States, Japan’s neighbors would still be alarmed by even the notion of a remilitarizing Japan. Memories of Japanese war crimes still run deep, particularly in South Korea as evidenced by the recent dispute between the two countries. Government officials will have to go to great lengths to alleviate the widespread fear of a newly militant Japan if they are to maintain the Indo-Pacific order which is centered on the post-war trust between Japan and its neighbors. Failure to do so would not only weaken the legitimacy of the revitalized U.S.-Japan alliance but could cause widespread instability and distrust throughout the region.

Lastly, the Japanese government would have to be prepared to weather intense domestic backlash from a pacifist populace. Massive political protests would divert the government’s attention away from the Indo-Pacific and could denigrate Japan’s moral legitimacy at home. An opportunistic China could wryly observe that not even the Japanese people want a more overbearing American presence in their country, a message that could extend regionally. This could open the door to liberal-pacificist political parties, disrupting the administration’s long-term Indo-Pacific strategy. Considering the political stability Japan has enjoyed for the past
several decades, the government may be wary to further bolster its relationship with the United States.

**Option 2: Pivot From Competition to Integration with China**

Simply put, imperiling the economic relationship with China is not an option for Japan. Tokyo is more economically dependent on China than any other country, with Beijing being its largest trading partner and an invaluable link in the Japanese supply chain. Given the nearing inevitability of Chinese dominance of Asia and the devastating economic effect of the COVID-19 pandemic, perhaps it is time for the Japanese government to reimagine its recently tense relationship with its neighbor. Fully integrating into the Chinese economic sphere would boost Japan’s long-term economic recovery and create a prosperous regional system with China and Japan at the helm. Both countries already account for 60% of intraregional trade and 59% of intraregional development. This could be actuated on Japan’s part by lifting protectionist policies on Chinese private firms and state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and sharing and installing critical technology such as 5G, semiconductors, artificial intelligence (AI), and electric vehicles.

Also, liberalizing trade would greatly enhance Japan’s massive export market as well as potentially fomenting a talent-exchange between the two countries, a resource that Japan has been hemorrhaging for decades. The Japanese government could also provide economic incentives for Chinese firms to invest in domestic projects and joint-ventures, particularly in critical technology industries. Japan could also eschew its past distance with Chinese infrastructure projects, embracing the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) as the future of the Eurasian economy and merging the Asian Development Bank (ADB) with the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB). It is likely that China would want additional concessions from Japan to enact such dramatic change, including but not limited to sincere, comprehensive war crime
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apologies and a compromise or full capitulation on the Senkaku dispute. Though this would be a steep political and strategic price for the Japanese government to pay, this option has the potential to cauterize the economic wounds the country has lived with for the past thirty years, bringing prosperity, innovation, and tantalizing political capital for the ruling party.

**Advantages**

As beneficial as this would be, in choosing this option, the Japanese government is recognizing that China does not pose a direct military threat to Japan. While there are major concerns, the biggest dispute between the two countries is by far the Senkaku Islands. China has no interest in invading the Japanese mainland; there would be no reason to disrupt its invaluable trading partner and trigger a war with the United States, which possesses the most sophisticated military force on the planet.\(^\text{334}\) Simply put, Chinese aggression towards Japan is more smoke than fire. Their military actions serve to disrupt American-led Indo-Pacific multilateralism, not to incite a major regional war that would ultimately cause China to lose far more than they would gain. In acknowledging this, the Japanese government might likely find that the economic benefits of such an agreement would outweigh the potential security downsides. Domestically, if security issues are still a concern to Japanese far-right political parties, further integrating with Beijing would give the Chinese government even more reason not to interfere with Japanese security, as the risk of economic reprisal would be far more consequential to the Chinese economy.

In addition to greater regional stability, fully integrating with Beijing would allow Japan to unlock enormous economic benefits via trade and international development. Liberalizing the Japanese market to Chinese investors would not only help balance the two country’s FDI exchanges but create employment and opportunity for citizens affected by the “hollowing out” effect of globalization.\(^\text{335}\) This could be further realized by opening research and development collaboration between Chinese and Japanese technology and science firms, which could also facilitate intercultural exchange and trust. The combined resources and expertise of the two countries would completely overwhelm international competitors, securing market dominance for years, if not decades to come. This would also open the door for Chinese scientists and researchers to possibly emigrate to Japan, imbuing the country with greater capital and expertise.
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Perhaps the greatest opportunity that integration would present would be collaboration on international development, particularly in the Indo-Pacific. Merging the assets and capital of the ADB with China’s AIIB would greatly improve the efficiency and stability of BRI projects, mitigating costly blunders like the Malaysian East Coast Rail Project.336 In addition, Japan could leverage its respectable geopolitical reputation and robust regional relationships to assuage partner countries’ apprehensions of Chinese financial duplicity, namely debt-trap loaning.337 Following Beijing’s lead, Tokyo would gain a greater role in shaping the Indo-Pacific’s future, developing the necessary infrastructure and facilities to cement the region’s status as the geoeconomics center of the twenty-first century.

**Disadvantages**

The most severe consequence of such an option would be immediate backlash from the United States. By siding with Washington’s greatest enemy, Tokyo would be signaling that they do not fully trust their defense partner to keep the peace in the Indo-Pacific. In addition to conventional security concerns, the U.S. would be alarmed by the rampant sharing of critical technology with China, especially 5G and semiconductors.338 This would likely cause the United States to withdraw its forces from Japan, look for more suitable defense partners, and issue diplomatic penalties against the Japanese government. This would be realized through a massive withdrawal of American troops and ships, the exclusion of Japan from multilateral military exercises, and the withholding of vital military intelligence. Though the U.S. could not afford to completely abandon its relationship with Japan, full integration into the Chinese economic apparatus would greatly diminish Japan’s national security. The U.S. has a penchant for viewing foreign policy through an “us” against “them” lens, despite geopolitics being far more complicated than a simple dichotomy.339 Regardless, Japan would be taking the “them” position by siding with China, compromising the country’s national security and hampering future cooperation with the world’s remaining superpower.
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In effect, Japan would be placing an inordinate amount of trust in Beijing not to violate Japanese sovereignty, particularly in the Senkaku Islands and the shipping lanes of the South China Sea. In addition, Japan would more or less be at the mercy of North Korean antics, which China could potentially exacerbate to bully Japan into more exploitative economic agreements and systems. While Japan could attempt to bolster the JSDF with the agreement’s increased economic gains, this would likely be met with opposition from China, which could threaten to renege on or restructure their new relationship with Japan to deter them from being militarily self-sufficient. Lastly, full integration with Beijing will put tremendous strain on Tokyo’s liberal-democratic values, which the country has cherished since the end of World War II. China, with Japan’s economic future hanging in the balance, could strongarm the government into censoring anti-Chinese media, intellectuals, and politicians with the threat of economic sanctions or decoupling. The United States having absconded from the alliance, Japan would have no choice other than to completely capitulate to Beijing, heralding a gradual stripping of Japanese democracy and economic liberalism.

**Option 3: Embrace a Niche Position Within Wider Greater Power Competition**

Simply put, there is not a Japanese future without China and the United States. With a hamstrung economy and the uncertainty of a post-COVID-19 world order looming, Japan cannot afford to jeopardize its economic lifeline with China nor its security relationship with the United States. Fully committing to either power assuredly alienates the other, which is simply not an option for the Japanese government. To maximize what China and the U.S. offer, Japan must embrace an intermediary position that refrains from full commitment while judiciously evaluating areas of mutually strategic interest amongst all three countries. This option has the potential to not only further the national interests of Japan, but bring levels of stability and prosperity previously unknown to the Indo-Pacific.

Japan can approach its relationship with the United States by recognizing it as being necessary to regional security while implementing policies that uphold the nation’s autonomy and preserve its standing with China. This can be realized through a stronger military presence from Tokyo and lessened involvement from Washington, within reason. Firstly, a stronger JSDF would dually placate the United States’ long-held demands of greater burden-sharing and alleviate Chinese fears of a domineering U.S. military presence in the Indo-Pacific. Withdrawing
a reasonable amount of American troops would allow Japan to allocate funding towards its own armed forces, increasing JSDF personnel and upgrading outdated equipment and systems.\textsuperscript{340} The Biden administration is already advocating for greater burden-sharing from Japan, citing the disproportional amount of regional American personnel honoring the alliance.\textsuperscript{341} China, while still wary of a remilitarizing Japan, would prefer a rejuvenated JSDF over a larger American presence in the Indo-Pacific, which they perceive as being the greatest inhibition to their wider regional goals. However, American military apparatuses, most notably missile defense and radar systems, are essential for national security and must remain in high capacity on the Japanese mainland.\textsuperscript{342} While this would draw Chinese ire, Japan can justify its presence by citing fears of the North Korean missile threat and pointing to the decrease of American personnel. While Tokyo would moderate its security relationship with the U.S., it would still fully participate in regional security institutions such as the Quad to provide for both its own security and coordinate multilateral strategy.

As for China, Japan can stimulate its ailing economy by engaging in cooperative economic activities and projects without risking its own national security. Regional infrastructure projects present an enticing opportunity for Japan and China to collaboratively invest in the Indo-Pacific. Japan could help coordinate these projects via the ADB with China’s AIIB in addition to subregional organizations, such as the Lancang Mekong Cooperation Framework.\textsuperscript{343} The combined financial resources and expertise of Japan and China would mitigate risk, enhance project efficiency and attenuate regional fears of aggressive economic statecraft from Beijing through multilateralism. China, learning from the precariousness of past BRI projects, would surely welcome Japanese assistance in its vision of mass Eurasian infrastructure.\textsuperscript{344}

To hedge against Beijing abusing this partnership, the ADB would need to carefully choose which projects to back and stipulate that it would withdraw from any venture that would possibly
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entail harmful economic practices, most notably predatory lending. The ADB could safely fund these projects without ever having to explicitly endorse BRI, which might poison Japan’s relationship with the United States. In addition, Japan and China could finally activate the previous Memorandum of Understandings (MOU), most notably between the Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC) and China Development Bank (CDB), which made explicit reference to global standards such as economic transparency, freedom of navigation and others critical to Japan’s desire for a rules-based regional order.345 While it would be in Tokyo’s best interest to collaborate with Beijing’s vast infrastructure vision, it could not afford to lift domestic protections against punitive Chinese economic policies, particularly the theft of critical technology and the presence of Chinese 5G carriers such as Huawei.346 These restrictions not only defend domestic industries but shield Japan from Chinese infiltration and exploitation of key national security vulnerabilities. This compromise with China, infrastructure funding in exchange for technological protectionism, would allow Japan to invest in its important market without having to submit to China and completely alienate the United States.

Advantages

Perhaps the greatest advantage Japan would gain from this option would be the potential to act as a bridge between the two great powers, ameliorating tensions and opening the door to collaborate on pressing global issues. By taking a more neutral stance, Japan could facilitate China-U.S. dialogue without either side suspecting the other of ulterior motives. This could come in the form of climate change conferences and greater accountability, cracking down on human and wildlife trafficking in the Indo-Pacific, and limited discussions on human rights. Though this is far from a guarantee, skilled diplomacy from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) could make these visions a reality. This work would not only benefit trilateral relations but would serve the world’s greater interest, especially as the United States and China are the two biggest carbon-emitters on the globe.347

Furthermore, it is possible for Japan to act as a ‘de-escalation agent’ in the wider great power competition. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan could help U.S. and China come to

345 Ibid.
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understandings and compromises on key regional issues to protect both nations’ wider foreign policy agendas without coming into conflict and escalating a calamitous ‘hot-war’ that would devastate the regional peace and the greater global economy. Negotiating limited missile disararmaments, minor troop withdrawals and de-escalating rhetoric would still go a long way to promoting peace and stability in the Indo-Pacific. This would help secure the country’s precarious national security situation and win Tokyo international acclaim as an irenic champion with possible diplomatic benefits attached. Overall, Japan’s intermediary position would be advantageous in the fact that it would not saddle Japan’s future wholly to either power, mitigating future developments which may greatly inhibit their trajectories. Japan would be playing it safe while reaping the maximum benefits of both China and the United States.

Disadvantages

The most noticeable disadvantage to this strategy would be the potential suspicion of China and the United States towards a Japan not willing to fully commit to either side. As previously mentioned, Washington has a tendency to subscribe to a pro and anti-U.S. dichotomy, with little patience for deviation. China is increasingly taking the same stance, gathering allies and pressing neutral countries to integrate into its widening global system. A noncommittal position towards either power may conclude in one, or possibly both, moving on from Japan and seeking allies more willing to toe the line. Simply put, Japan may eventually not have a choice in opting out of the U.S.-China rivalry. One power alienating Japan would be disastrous; both would be unthinkable. This option would be the most precarious balancing act that the Japanese government will have ever faced and would take shrewd negotiation, robust relationship building, and strategic sacrifices for it to work.

Secondly, in choosing this option Japan would be taking an unprecedented role in regional management and decision-making. While many may view this as an advantage, its risk lies in its fundamental uncertainty. By becoming more responsible for its own security and the development of the international economic system, Japan will lose both China and the United States as scapegoats if either situation deteriorates. The Japanese government would be left with the lion’s share of the blame, which could incur domestic backlash and foreign skepticism of the

country’s role in the global system. Though Tokyo has longed for a more independent role in the region and the world, it may ultimately prove politically wise to let others take the fall in the game of great power competition.

**Conclusion**

Japan faces a difficult dilemma as it continues into the twenty-first century: stand by the United States, guaranteeing military protection and a seat at the international table, or turn to China, generating economic highs while acquiescing to a totalitarian regime. While developing regional multilateral organizations and relationships will be of the great long-term benefit, the overwhelming dominance of the United States and China will be the future of the Indo-Pacific for decades, if not centuries, to come. For Japan to maximize what both world powers have to offer, it must commit to finding a “middle way”, where it can reap the benefits of the Chinese economic machine while relying on the assurance of American power to nullify the need for a large defense budget. If the Japanese government plays its hand well, it can emerge from the China-U.S. conflict more prosperous, popular, and powerful than it has been in nearly half a century.
**Recommendations**

China’s rise has precipitated a massive shift in the current global order. With China’s strong economic presence and its growing influence in the Indo-Pacific region, Japan faces a number of challenges that must be addressed. However, Japan must also balance maximizing its national interests in regards to China with maintaining strong relations with the United States, its long term ally. Given this goal, this Task Force offers recommendations centered around maximizing Japanese interests in three key areas: I) Defense and Security II) Trade and Investment III) Diplomacy and Multilateral Cooperation.

**Section I: Defense and Security**

From a defense standpoint, maintaining a strong security relationship with the United States continues to be of prominent importance. However, it is in Japan’s best interests to also invest in increasing its own military defense of land, naval and aerial domains both within and around the Japanese mainland to counter potential security threats. This would also allow Japan to contribute more to the U.S.-Japan security relationship. This can be achieved through the following actions:

- Work jointly with the United States to improve Japan’s military and defense capabilities
- Further develop joint planning and command with the U.S. to increase efficiency and cost effectiveness
- Reconsider the Aegis Ashore BMD purchase
- Enhance aerial and naval defenses on the Senkaku Islands, such as, but not limited to, the Japan Air Self Defense Force’s (JASDF) air defense missiles and tactical fighter squadron

It is also advisable that the Japanese government continue efforts to cement strong diplomatic relations with countries in the Indo-Pacific in order to counter China’s rising influence in the region. Furthermore, active participation in security agreements and regional and international alliances would serve to better strengthen Japan’s national security from potential
threats. Potential concrete actions that the Japanese government could take in order to achieve this goal include:

- Host and lead joint and multilateral military exercises with Australia, India, and South Korea, such as JIMEX and RIMPAC
- Achieve Sixth Eye status by enhancing intelligence infrastructure through the adoption of U.S. standards and practices and by greatly bolstering cybersecurity defenses
- Strengthen relationships with nations involved in regional conflicts with China, such as but not limited to Vietnam and the Philippines in the South China Sea, and The Quad to counter China’s global expansion through the Belt and Road Initiative.
- Continue joint collaboration with China on denuclearizing North Korea

If the Japanese government were to pursue these actions, it is advisable to avoid further military escalation in sensitive situations, such as the Senkaku Islands, in order to avoid harming vital economic and diplomatic relationships with China.

**Section II: Trade and Investment**

Maintaining a strong trade and investment relationship between Japan and China is also vital for the economy of Japan. There are several actions that Japan can take to further benefit from its trade relationship with China, which include:

- Collaborate with China in sectors such as green technology, healthcare technology, and transportation
- Encourage Chinese investment in Japan in non-sensitive areas
- Change regulations and policies to make it easier for Chinese tourists to visit and enjoy Japan

While Japan can reap numerous benefits from its trade relationship with China, Japan must also strengthen several key sectors within its own economy to continue to stay competitive in the global economy. In an era of prolonged economic stagnation and China’s ever increasing economic power, Japan can take the following actions to improve its economy:
• Reduce reliance on Chinese manufacturing supply chains by encouraging the relocation of companies back to Japan and to other countries outside of China
• Increase national spending on research and development to foster increased innovation in advanced manufacturing, 5G, AI, and medical fields
• Invest heavily in the digitization of Japan and specifically, automating manufacturing
• Establish a national, investigative agency for stronger national, economic, and cyber security
• Form and strengthen strategic alliances with countries in the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP)
• Enhance and safeguard intellectual property rights

However despite China’s increasing importance for the Japanese economy, the United States also remains a key trading partner. American markets are an essential destination for Japanese exports from a number of industries. In order to continue to keep this mutually beneficial economic relationship strong over the long run Japan could potentially:

• Encourage the United States to join the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP)
• Continue to encourage Japanese investments in the United States such as new automotive factories
• Change the temporary FDI restriction on pharmaceuticals from 1% back to the original 10% to allow U.S. companies to invest again in Japan’s medical industry
• Purchase more military goods from U.S. companies
• Encourage more collaboration between Japan’s defense suppliers and U.S. defense product giants

Section III: Diplomacy and Multilateral Cooperation

In addition to security and economics, there are several diplomatic and multilateral issues that the Japanese government must consider in its relationships with the U.S. and China. These issues include climate change and global health, which will, in the coming years, drastically affect
Japan’s future. Thus, it is important for Japan to engage in diplomatic, multilateral cooperation with both the U.S. and China on climate change and global health. Specific actions that Japan can take in regards to these issues are:

- Encourage the U.S. to prioritize climate and global health cooperation with China by focusing on shared, common goals
- Develop a secure global health information system through collaboration with the U.S. and China
- Continue to invest in efforts such as the Joint Crediting Mechanism and the Green Climate Fund

In recent years, issues concerning human rights in China have emerged. For Japan, much of its involvement concerning human rights comes from its championing ally, the United States. It is important for Japan to be aware of the possibility for escalation between the U.S. and China in regards to human rights issues. Japan may take the following actions in regards to this issue:

- Wait until it is clear whether the West will unite in a multilateral front before taking an official stance on human rights issues in China
- Diversify manufacturing outside of Xinjiang should the situation escalate

History and memories related to World War II comprise a significant area of conflict and tension between Japan and China. In order to improve and further economic and diplomatic relations between the two nations, Japan should consider making a sincere, formal apology for its actions during the war. This apology needs to be backed by clear action and work to improve the image of Japan amongst the Chinese public. In order to accomplish this, specific actions include:

- Textbook reform to accurately represent Japan’s actions during WWII
- Halting politician visits to Yasukuni Shrine and finding a new place to honor military members who died in the war, but not those deemed war criminals
- Encourage and invest in intercultural exchange
Conclusion

Altogether, these recommendations aim to best balance Japan’s relationship with both the U.S. and China. In a shifting global order, it is advisable that Japan be prepared to adjust its strategy in all three of these areas in order to best serve its national interests. This will likely take the form of finding a middle way which allows Japan to continue to have the United States as its long term security ally and trading partner while also reaping the benefits of China’s rapid economic growth and expanding influence in the Indo-Pacific region. This Task Force hopes that the proposed recommendations are useful in providing a path forward for Japan.
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